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By/Photo: Łukasz Pacholski

On the 8th April 2016 A guided missile destrOyer uss “dOnAld COOk” entered 
the hArbOr in gdyniA, pOlAnd. it wAs the first visit Of us nAvy ship in the 
pOlish hArbOr this yeAr. nOt mAny peOple knew thAt ship’s AppeArAnCe On 
the bAltiC seA wOuld be A mAin tOpiC in mOst Of the infOrmAtiOn pOrtAls.
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Ship is hitching to the harbors pier –  photo. Łukasz Pacholski
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USS “Donald Cook” at the sea, the ship entered service in 1998 – photo. US Navy

After the USS “Cole” incident, on the US Navy ships’ decks were installed light artillery systems, consisting of unmanned 
25mm cannons.– photo. Łukasz Pacholski
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Presence of this vessel in that particular part of Europe is because of a patrol 
rotation which task is to show a flag and to present capabilities of the ship. It was 
the first individual visit of US Navy vessel in Polish harbors since last year’s May.  

The is an Arleigh Burke class destroyer was 
ordered in 1993 and entered service in 1998. 
It comes from an early batch that lacks a hel-
icopter hangar on deck and due to it, as it 
comes to helicopters, its capabilities are lim-
ited to refueling and rearming them on deck.

Since the first half of the 2014 a homeport 
for “Donald Cook” is Spanish Rota – it is a 
result of modernization that allows to elimi-
nate ballistic missiles and also an agreement 
between European NATO members and USA 
in the terms of providing a protecting sphere 
over the Old Continent. It is worth mentioning 
that modernization made to eliminate ballis-
tic missiles did not limited other capabilities 
of the destroyer.

According to the rules in the US Navy that 
are the same from many years, ship was not 
available for visitors. Only a group of journal-
ists had a chance to look at it from the inside.
The hero of the events on the Red Sea from 
2014 (when for the first time crew was a 
witness of low fly-bys of SU-24) was in the 
media’s interests – officers that was asked 
about events from that period said it wasn’t 
unusual and occurred nearly every day.

Visiting of the ship included mostly opened 
foredeck and afterdeck (where the 127mm 
cannon is placed on the foredeck, verti-
cal missile launchers, anti-vessel RGM-84 
Harpoon missile launchers, Phalanx artillery 
self-defense systems and a helipad). Visiting 
the ship allowed, again, to show changes in 
the philosophy of using ships by Americans  
- firstly: decoy beacons launchers were in-
stalled (in the amidships), on the sides of the 
of the captain’s bridge non-lethal, acoustic 
defense system, LRAD, was installed. In the 
incoming months there will be also changes 
in the deck armament – afterdeck Phalanx 
system will be replaced by SeaRAM launch-
er. All four destroyers staying in Rota are sup-
posed to be the first who are going to receive 
mentioned system (first shooting tests were 
held on USS “Porter” which has it already in-
stalled).

Of course, chosen rooms inside the vessels 
were able to visit too – crew mess and ward-
room, captain’s bridge and combat informa-
tion center. Traditionally, journalists weren’t 
allowed to take any pictures inside the last 
one.
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At the afterdeck is vertical missile launcher, RGM-84 Harpoon anti-vessel missiles frames and self-defense Phalanx system 
that soon will be replaced by SeaRAM system. – photo. Łukasz Pacholski

Crew mesa – photo. Łukasz Pacholski
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After exiting from the harbor, destroyer 
started exercises with the Kaman SH-2G 
Seasprite helicopter from the Polish Navy 
Aviation Brigade. During that exercises, ship 
were heading to other harbors placed in 
Baltic countries. Surprisingly, calm cruise 
was interrupted by presence of Russian 

maritime air force which aircrafts – Su-24 
and Ka-27 – conducted several fly-by’s in the 
vicinity of the ship. After that, the destroyer 
followed the plans of visiting other countries 
in the region. 
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Its dimensions and drive system allow to carry 
out activities both indoors and in difficult field 
conditions. The robot can be equipped with  
a range of accessories that adapt it to tasks  
such as detection of CBRN threats or removal  
and neutralization of IED/UXO.

PIAP RMI – MOBILE ROBOT FOR INTERVENTION
is a tracked vehicle which can replace or assist 
humans in the most dangerous tasks.

Industrial Research Institute for Automation  
and Measurements PIAP
Defence and Security Systems Sales and Marketing Department
Aleje Jerozolimskie 202, 02-486 Warsaw, POLAND

Tel.    (+48 22) 874 03 43
Fax.  (+48 22) 874 03 40
e-mail: mds@piap.pl

PIAP RMI  
MOBILE ROBOT FOR INTERVENTION





Russian inteRvention in syRia 
a p p a r e n t  r e d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  m i l i t a r y  c o n t i n g e n t
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Russian inteRvention in syRia 
B Y :  M i c h a ł  B u s l i k  P h O t O : a u t h O r ’ s  a r c h i v e / i n t e r n e t

a p p a r e n t  r e d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  m i l i t a r y  c o n t i n g e n t
Announced on 14th March 2016 by Russian president, Vladimir Putin, decision 
of withdrawing “main part” of the Russian military forces in Syria was a big sur-
prise for most of the observers.
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In the first few hours after annoucement, some non-of-
ficial information started to appear, stating that reduc-
tion will greatly affect the contingent and include prac-
tically all of the tactical air forces deployed and most of 
the helicopters and land forces  deployed to Syria. That 
action, ignoring eventual political justification, seemed 
to be illogical from the operational point of view, when 
the Islamic terrorist organizations still control great 
area of Syria under control. Moreover, the possibility of 
upholding a cease-fire agreement signed at the end of 
February is not so sure. Passing days and weeks proved 
that there is really no chance on great reduction of forc-
es but only few changes adapting Russian contingent 
to the new operational reality in Syria. Those changes 
not only didn’t lead to great degradation of combat ca-
pabilities of the contingent but also in some cases they 
greatly increased those capabilities.

PRoPaganda withdRaw
According to the Putin’s decision about withdrawing 
“main part” of the Russian forces out of Syria due to 
“fulfilling tasks set for Ministry of Defense and Armed 
Forces” operation of reducing them was to start a day 
earlier and it did. Operation of withdrawing from Syr-
ia to Russian Federation tactical combat aircraft and 
technical    crews was finalized from 15th to 16th March 
and had great media coverage, including numerous TV 
coverages from solemn crews’ dismissals and aircraft 

departing the base in Chmeimim and 
arrivals to the home airfields in Russian 
Federation. Whole operation was presented 
in Russian media in a way suggesting that they 
were making a great reduction to the Russian contin-
gent, especially its aviation component. In real terms, 
reductions were limited to sending back to Russia 
ten Su-25SM and two Su-25UB close air support air-
crafts, four Su-34 bombers and four Su-24M bombers. 
Only withdrawn Su-25SM/UB was in the original tac-
tical air group of Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) in 
Chmeimim, other aircrafts came to Syria as  support for 
the Russian forces already stationed in country. Lot of 
combat aircraft remained in Chmeimim, including now 
four Su-35S multirole fighters, four Su-30SM multiro-
le fighters, four Su-34 bombers and dozen of Su-24M 
bombers. Those are truly sufficient forces for providing 
appropriate support for Syrian government forces in 
the reality of cease-fire agreement since 27th Febru-
ary. It is worth to mention that in effect of signing that 
cease-fire agreement between government forces and 
so called “moderate” opposition armed groups, average 
amount of flights of VKS in span of 24 hours in Syria 
was reduced from 60-80 to about 20-30.

On 17th March, in the Georgiyevskaya Hall in Kremlin, 
a ceremony of handing decorations to the most valua-
ble participants of military operation in Syria was held. 
Quite interesting was a fact that some of the decorated 
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soldiers were originally from land forces, mostly an ar-
tillery which is a proof of their presence in Syria. The list 
of the decorated soldiers was opened by a command-
ing officer of the Syrian operation, first deputy com-
mander of land forces for Central Military District, gen-
eral-colonel Aleksandr Dvornikov. He received a “Hero of 
The Russian Federation” decoration. Among remaining 
soldiers there were pilots, including squadron leaders 
and a commander of 636.3 Project “Rostow on Don” (B-
237) submarine with hybrid propulsion of the but also 
officers from the artillery units from 200th Independent 

Motorized Rifle Brigade and 810th Marine Infantry Bri-
gade and the deputy commanding officer of howitzer 
squadron from 120th Artillery Brigade. During the event 
some new information about operation in Syria was 
presented. Most important of them was a disclosure of 
deceased soldiers’s identities. They were a 42 years old 
artillery colonel Ivan Cheremsin who was a military ad-
visor and 27 years old captain Fiodor Zhuravlyev from 
the GRU special forces unit. During operation in Syria, 
Russian support helped Syrian government forces to re-
cover 400 towns and 10 000 km2 of area. Additionally, 



financial costs of the Russian operation in Syria were 
revealed which were 464 million USD. According to the 
costs, we should focus on the words spoken by Putin in 
his speech, that operation in Syria proved a high quality 
of the Russian armament in the most challenging com-
bat environment. Those words can be understood as a 
direct reference to the fact that Russian officials treat 
that military operation in Syria not only as a training 
ground but also as a marketing action what shouldn’t 
be a surprise because it is quite common practice 
among leading defense industry companies through-
out the world. We must also say that those marketing 
actions might be successful. According to the Russian 
media, the fact of use ofa new armament in Syria will 
directly or indirectly influence on the signing an export 
contracts with a potential worth of 6-7 billion USD.

Mi-28N & Ka-52 iN Syria
Withdrawing to the Russia some of tactical aircrafts 
didn’t stop the whole operation of reducing Russian 
military force. To be honest, there were officially an-
nounced information, before departing of aircraft, that 
720th Material-technical Support Base in Tartus port 
and base in Chmeimim are supposed to function at the 
same routine as earlier, so without withdrawing secu-
rity forces or – in case of Chmeimim base – without 
withdrawing anti-aircraft units with S-400 systems 

and Pantsir S1/S1. On the other hand, starting from 
about 23th March, Russian air transport units began 
to freight of attack helicopters used in Syria back to 
Russia. Number and type of helicopters being trans-
ported isn’t possible to set because a real number and 
types have never been revealed. They were conducting 
combat missions in Syria from 30th September 2015 
to 15th March 2016. It must be highlighted that those 
helicopters were conducting operations not only from 
the Chmeimim base in Latakia Province but also from 
bases in Shairat and Tijas in Hims Province. Operation 
of transporting a helicopters is a perfect illustration of 
what the withdrawal of the “main forces” really is -  a 
propaganda move for Russian but also an international 
public opinion. 

Even on 16th March, a videos made in base in 
Chmeimim in occasion to withdrawing next batch of 
aircraft back to Russia, capture a presence of new Mi-
28N and Ka-52N attack helicopters. First helicopters 
of this type were deployed to Chmeimim base at most 
few days earlier because Ka-52 (side number “red 79) 
was seen during assembly after the transport, before 
the technical flight. Fact of deploying such modern at-
tack helicopters was simultaneously surprising and… 
predictable. Surprising, because Russian analysis on 
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military actions in Syria published in February, based allegedly 
on sources related to Russian armed forces, stated that due to 
insufficient level of operational readiness there wasn’t a per-
mission to deploy them to Syria. Predicted, because presence 
of those modern attack helicopters, capable to night conduct 
combat missions and effective engaging small and mobile tar-
gets, were desired for a long time, even as a compensation for 
a lack of assault UAVs. At that moment, it is hard to say if it 
was a planned manipulation or Russian Command changed 
its mind and decided to take a risk and deploy Mi-28N and Ka-
52 helicopters to Syria. Between 23th and 28th March, four 
Mi-35M and three Mi-24P attack helicopters left Syria onboard 
of An-124 Ruslan. They were replaced by  Mi-28N and Ka-52 
(up to 6th March it was possible to identify presence of two 
Mi-28N, probably both from the 16th Army Aviation Brigade, 
and three Ka-52, but it is almost certain that there is more of 
those helicopters in Syria, most probably four of each type) 
and at least three Mi-35 in the newest version with integrated 
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Vitebsk self-defense system. So, after the “reduction” 
Syrian group of Russian attack helicopters is probably 
not only bigger but also increased its combat capabil-
ities. It was confirmed, in a combat debut of Russian 
Mi-28N which took place on 26th March during support 
mission of government forces in fights against Islam-
ic State in Palmyra – city which ancient part is on the 
UNESCO list. Ka-52 helicopters’ (which were attacking 
targets together with Mi-28N) debut was on 3rd April 
during the fights of Al – Karjatajn, a town 100km west 
from Palmyra. In both situations support provided by 
Russian attack helicopters (along with Su-24 and Su-24 
frontline bombers doing 40 combat flights daily) had 
contributed towards government forces’ success – 
both of those cities were recovered. Palmyra recovering 
is one of the greatest successes of the Syrian govern-
ment forces since two years at least.  In most combat 
actions where Mi-28N and Ka-52 were involved, they 
were using 80 mm unguided S-8 rockets in B-8W20A 
launchers and in less situations they were engaging tar-
gets with guided 9M120 Ataka missiles (both in the AT, 
maybe newer 9M120M version and in 9M120F version 
with thermobaric warhead for elimination live targets). 
Videos published to this moment also show usage of 
30mm 2A42 automatic cannon.

increasing role of 

land comPonent.
Simultaneously with publishing by Putin a withdrawal 
of “main forces”, Russian Ministry of Defense with a 
propaganda campaign held in media started to prepare 
Russian society to fact that on the present stage of mil-
itary operational in Syria presence of land forces will 
be increasing, mostly special forces units, engineering 
units, artillery and EW units so it should be prepared 
for higher losses among the ground personnel. The 
main part of that campaign was an interview with gen-
eral-colonel Aleksandr Dvornikov published on 23th 
March in “The Russian Magazine”. General confirmed 
that Russian land forces were involved in combat op-
erations but he mentioned only about military advisers 
and special forces. Special forces are believed to be 
involved in fights from the very beginning of the inter-
vention, conducting mostly reconnaissance and JTAC 
missions. As a sort of confirmation, on the next day 
Russian officials identified another fallen soldier. It was 
Special Operation Forces officer, 25 years old captain 
Aleksander Prochorenko, the joint terminal attack con-
troller. According to official information, Prochorenko 
was surrounded in the region of Palmyra by terrorists of 
Islamic State. With ammunition running low and with-

out chances of breaking through to the government 
forces, he ordered an air strike on his own position.

In the last weeks, in reports from fights in Syria we can 
see more and more Russian soldiers which indicates 
their indirect but increasing role in government backed 
forces offensives against Islamic State and al-Nusra 
front. For example, in TV materials showing fights for 
Palmyra it was possible to see not only Russian military 
advisers, special forces soldiers or artillery observers 
but also operators of 300 mm BM-30 Smerch artillery 
systems or even TOS-1A Solntsepyok heavy flame-
throwers systems,. More and more, Syrian government 
forces are accompanied by small Russian units re-
sponsible for electronic warfare, mostly equipped with 
KamAZ 6x6 trucks carrying RB-341W Liejer-3 electronic 
warfare systems. Characteristic feature of this system, 
used for distortion of the GSM mobile phones, is us-
age of Orlan-10 UAV which can identify communication 
systems and emit appropriate interference signals in 
the radius from 3,5 to 6km and in the distance of 125 
from the flight control station. At the end of the March, 
there was an official decision of president Putin to rein-
force land forces by deploying Russian EOD soldiers for 
clearing Palmyra of mines and other explosive devices. 
More than 80 soldiers group of Russian EOD soldiers 
from “International Anti-mine Center”, equipped with 
Uran-6 robots, left to Syria on 29th March and on 2nd 
April they were transported from Chmeimim to Palmyra 
and started to operation of demining the city.

There is also one situation worth mentioning that oc-
curred in March and is related to the Russian military 
intervention in Syria. In the TV report from Chmeimim 
aired by Zviezda TV on 27th March viewers could eas-
ily notice a single, 9P78-1 self-propelled launcher of 
the 9K720 Iskander-M missile system. The launcher 
was standing near an airstrip that was used since end 
of September 2015 by Russian military aircrafts. It is 
hard for now to precise from when and how many of 
the Iskander-M launchers system are in Chmeimim. It 
leaves no doubt that Syrian “marketing campaign” of 
new Russian armament is still going well.
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www.future-forces-forum.org
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Jesteśmy polskim liderem w dziedzinie radiostacji 
definiowanych programowo SDR*

Radiostacje SDR są fundamentem programów modernizacji 
Sił Zbrojnych RP

* realizujemy projekt pt. „Radiostacja przewoźna” współfinansowany 
ze środków NCBR w ramach projektu na rzecz obronności 
i bezpieczeństwa państwa

INNOWACYJNI DZIŚ
INNOWACYJNI JUTRO

www.radmor.com.pl



Aegis Ashore 

The ceremony of construction opening  – Photo: Krzyszof Kaminski
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in PolandAegis Ashore 

13th May 2016 in Redzikowo, Northern Poland, the building of 
the U.S. military facility with land-based Aegis Ashore ballistic 
missile defense system was launched. Day before, the final 
certification of the similar military installation in Devesel, 
Romania had happened.

By: Krzysztof Kamiński
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AegiS AShoRe 
The participants of the ceremony were President of the Republic 
of Poland, Mr. Andrzej Duda, Polish foreign affairs and defense 
ministers, Romanian foreign affairs minister, U.S. ambassador 
in Poland, U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense and NATO Deputy 
Secretary General. The list of the guest confirms the importance 
of such U.S. military installation in this part of Europe for the 
region and NATO. What is equally important, in opposition to 
the claims of Russia, the missile defense system is developed 
by United States for its allies in Europe, not against the Russia 
but against unstable countries of the Middle East, including Iran, 
what Americans confirmed.

Aegis Ashore, based around seaborne defense systems  is now 
full-fledged and constantly upgraded solution. The land-based 
variant of Aegis BMD was tested on location on Hawaii where 
the first prototype was build in 2014. In following months it was 
extensively trialed, including shooting down three separate tar-
gets simultaneously.

The political discussion about placing elements of U.S. missile 
defense system in Poland were started in early 2000’s  when 
George W. Bush and Lech Kaczynski were presidents. In that 
time it was decided that GBI launcher will be located in Poland 
as a third base of that system (first one is in Fort Greely, Alaska 
and second in Vandenberg, California). The third was planned to 
be located in Redzikowo and could be supported by radar sta-
tion in Czech Republic. Those plans were changed when Barack 
Obama was chosen president of the United States – GBI was 
replaced with Aegis Ashore. The Aegis Ashore system consist 
of AN/SPY-1D radar station and vertical launchers of Standard 
SM-3 Block IB and Standard SM-3 Block IIA short and medium 
range missiles. At the beginning, the long range missiles were 
planned to be located in Poland.
The development of complex air defense protection system for 
the European members of NATO was divided into three phases. 
In first stage, the early warning radar station was build in Turkey 
and four Arleigh Burke class destroyers with SM-3 missiles 
were relocated to Rota naval base in Spain. Those vessels are 
conducting patrol tasks on European waters – in April, the USS 
Donald Cook was on Baltic Sea.
In the second stage, the Aegis Ashore installation was build 
in Devesel base in Romania. It was officially started on 28th 
October 2013 and finalized on 18th December 2015. The 

certification took place on 12th May 2016 and now the Devesel 
Aegis Ashore is fully operational. Because of the type and oper-
ational capabilities, the facility in Romania is under direct orders 
of the U.S. 6th Fleet, the same will happen with facility in Poland. 
In the third stage, the base in Poland will be build and after com-
pletion, it will become a part of the system with firing control 
center located in Ramstein, Germany.

The most crucial financial decision about Aegis Ashore instal-
lation in Poland were made in February 2016 when U.S. DoD 
awarded contract for AMEC Programs Inc. company for building 
the base. AMEC outbid three other companies in the tender. The 
total value of the contract awarded is 182,7 million USD and the 
finalization date is set on 9th April 2018. It is sure that some of 
those funds will be received by local subcontractors. The addi-
tional funds from U.S. DoD will be granted for the facility equip-
ment and first batch of Standard missiles. The core of the Aegis 
Ashore base will be AN/SPY-1D radar station and Mk.41 vertical 
launchers (based on the first leaks, three or four launchers so 
the potential number of missiles will range from 24 to 32). Of 
course, all necessary office and social building will be there.

According to the agreement signed on 11th December 2009, 
the U.S. facility in Poland must be build according to all the 
Polish laws and regulations including safety, electromagnetical 
and environmental standards. The base will be manned by 250 
U.S. soldiers and contractors which will be deployed in tours 
according to the U.S. DoD schedule. Polish MoD, according to 
the decision of the defense minister signed on 9th December 
2014, formed base security battalion which will be responsible 
for providing security to the Polish military base of Redzikowo. 
The unit under command of COL Witold Bartoszek will have 250 
soldiers and HMMWV vehicles and will also provide logistical 
support to the American counterparts.
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Plain fields and the first containers for construction workers  
– Photo: Krzyszof Kaminski

Aegis Ashore building during construction works in Romania  
– Photo: US Army

Base security battalion was formed to provide security for Redzikowo 
facility. 250 soldiers will utilize HMMWV vehicles.  
– Photo: Krzyszof Kaminski

The core installations of Aegis Ashore are vertical Mk.41 launchers and 
AN/SPY-1D.  – Photo: MDA

Aegis Ashore in Poland visualization 

– Photo: MDA
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By: Sylwia Guzowska (Polish Military Gendarmerie)
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As a part of the preparations for securing the 
NATO Summit in Warsaw and the World Youth 
Days, the members of Special Unit of the Military 
Gendarmerie (the Military Police) conducted 
tactical and height training in Warsaw, which 
took place in the evening on 21st April on the 
wall of the Palace of Culture and Science. The 
gendarmes invited to the activities at height in 
the urbanized area the officers from the tactical 
unit of the Warsaw Metropolitan Police and the  
Height Rescue Group of the State Fire Service 
in Łódź.
The operators were preparing to face terrorist 
threats which could be possible in this area. The 
gendarmes, policemen and fire fighters improved 
their abilities related to rappelling when using 
various devices, tying knots and making pulleys 
of the different gear used during the height 
training, as well as developing the self-belay/
anchor points. The subject of these activities 
was consistent with the practical operations of 
the Special Unit of the Military Gendarmerie in 
Warsaw within a scope of the realization of tasks 
with regard to the crisis management system. 
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CZ SHADOW
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Shrapnel OG is now available in a new version 
with a more comfortable 5 inches FULL HANDLE

VIA TRAVERSA DELLE RIPALTE, 72/74/76 - 59100 PRATO (PO) ITALY
TEL+39 0574 584639 - FAX +39 0574 581312

W W W.EXTREMARATIO.COM

Shrapnel OG FH



By/Photo: FRAG OUT!
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Sig Sauer 
Sig Sauer P320 Cała seria pistoletów serii P320 różnej wielkości. Można powiedzieć, że stanowią one odpowiedniki Glocków 
G17, G19 i G26 

HoloSun  
Holosun Bardzo ciekawa linia laserowych 
wskaźników celu. Można zauważyć deli-
katną inspirację produktami firmy Steiner 
Optics. Wskaźniki Holosun wyglądają na 
wykonane bardzo solidnie, choć trudno po-
wiedzieć,  jak jest z ich jakością

HK P30SK   
HK P30SK, czyli stary P30 w wersji subcompact. Krótki (na pierwszy rzut oka – za krótki) 
chwyt mieści magazynek o pojemności 10 naboi 9PARA. Broń ma lufę o długości 83 mm  
i masę 680 g.

TYr TacTical   
TYR Tactical Ciekawa konstrukcja systemu nośnego zbudowanego w oparciu o rurki z włókna 
węglowego. Lekkie i wytrzymałe.
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Sig Sauer 
Sig Sauer - Legion P226 SAO Ekskluzywna linia Sig Sauera – model P226 ze spustem SAO  
o wyjątkowej, niemal idealnej charakterystyce. Jeden z piękniejszych pistoletów, który przyszło 
nam oglądać na tych targach.  

Surefire   
Surefire XC1 Pierwsza okazja wzięcia do reki nowego produktu amerykańskiej firmy – fajna, minia-
turowa latarka do pistoletu. Ma moc 200 lumenów, zasilana jest jedną baterią AAA, waży 45 g i ma 
przesuniętą w lewo od osi diodę z odbłyśnikiem.

liberviT.eu   
Sprzęt do cięcia i wyważania do prac podwodnych, więc raczej do za-
stosowań ratunkowych niż podwodnych wejść siłowych. Na zdjęciu 
szczęki do cięcia z własnym pływakiem. 
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neMo arMS
Pięknie wykonane karabinki firmy Nemo Arms, dostępne w różnych kalibrach: 5,56 mm x 45, .300 
Blackout, .300Win Mag, .308, .338 i 7,62 mm x 39. Dowód na to, że klony AR nie musza być podobne.

HecKler & KocH HK Mr223
Heckler & Koch zaprezentował odświeżoną rodzinę karabinków MR 556, czyli cywilnych odpowiedników doskonale znanych 
HK416. Nowa generacja MR-ów otrzymała sporo poprawek znanych z najnowszej generacji HK416. Mamy zatem nowy wariant 
z krótką, 11.5-calową lufą, odchudzoną szynę zgodną ze standardem KeyMod, smuklejszą i lżejszą kolbę, obustronny zrzut 
zamka i przeprojektwane gniazdo magazynka, do którego pasują magazynki zgodne z NATO-wską normą  
STANAG. Całość prezentuje się bardzo zgrabnie i wkrótce mamy nadzieję podzielić się z wami  
wrażeniami ze strzelnicy ;)

ScHMeiSSer
Schmeisser 1911, czyli klon Colta M1911A1 w kalibrze .45ACP 
od Schmeissera.
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TroY
Kolejna firma prezentująca łoża do karabinków AR-15 wykonane z włókna węglowego. Jak widać moda na odchudzanie po-
pularnych konstrukcji strzeleckich ma się dobrze. Ciekawe, do jakich rezultatów dojdą producenci w niedalekiej przyszłości?

HK SP5K
HK SP5K, czyli cywilna wersja MP5K. Niby to samo, co wersja dla wojska i służb, ale jednak coś nam  
w nim nie pasuje...

Safariland
Kamizelka kuloodporna dla kobiet, wyprofilowna 
tak żeby nie „spłaszczać” strategicznych miejsc. ;) 
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ScHMeiSSer
SLP-9 pistolet który miał podobno ostro zamieszać wśród pistoletów bezkurkowych. Na targach schowany 
za szybą i niemal niedostrzegalny … nawet nie dali nam pomacać. 

ruger lcP 
Ruger LCP - ciekawy pistolet do damskiej torebki. Mieści w magazynku 6 naboi .380 
Auto, ma masę 272 g i lufę o  długości 7 cm. Występuje w kilku wariantach kolory-
stycznych oraz w wersji z integralnym laserowym wskaźnikiem celu.

 blacKHawK
Chwyt i kolba do strzelby remington 870 w bardzo wyraźnym absorberem odrzutu

Tanfoglio
Na stoisku Tanfoglio poza pieknymi modelami pistoletów sportowych przechadzał się wielokrotny mistrz ISPC Eric Grauffel
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ČeSKá zbrojovKa 
CZ 75 Shadow 2, czyli chyba najbardziej oczekiwana premiera tegorocznych targów IWA. Broń występuje w kilku wariantach 
kolorystycznych i w różnej konfiguracji. Strzelaliśmy już z CZ Shadow 2– strzela naprawdę świetnie, to kawał porządnego, 
sportowego pistoletu.

Tri Tac
Plate carrier niemieckiej firmy Tri Tac bazujący na koncepcji 
kydexowego wieszaka na płytę balistyczną opracowanej przez 
firmę Sands Precision. Uwagę zwraca niewielka masa i niezła wygod-
na zapewniona przez wyjmowane miękkie poduszki na ramionach  
i płytach balistycznych. Gąbka jest dość gruba i skutecznie pomaga 
w rozłożeniu masy. Cummerbund jest przypinany na klamry Fastex, 
co pomaga przy szybkim zdejmowaniu kamizelki i ułatwia jej regu-
lację. Firma oferuje również zestaw charakterystycznych ładownic 
uniwersalnych typu taco. Wykonane są z kydexu i rozciągliwej linki 
spadochronowej. Zapewniają dobry poziom retencji i bardzo szybkie 
dobycie magazynka. Niestety, całość jest droga.
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MaTbocK Mr drY 
Nowość z firmy Matbock producenta innowacyjnego sprzętu taktycznego, w zasadzie nieznanego  
w Europie. Jest to, zintegrowany z plecakiem 3 Day Assault Pack firmy Mystery Ranch, w pełni wodo-
szczelny pokrowiec do nurkowania z własnym systemem nośnym bazującym na Futura Yoke, jednak 
w tym wypadku jest on zbudowany ze specjalnej siatki, która nie pochłania wody. Po wyjściu na ląd 
otrzymujemy błyskawiczny dostęp do głównego plecaka.

STeiner oPTicS dbal-Pl  
połączenie 400-lumenowej latarki z laserem widzialnym i iluminatora 
podczerwieni z laserem podczerwonym. Całość zasilana dwoma bate-
riami CR 123 i kontrolowana przez dwa przyciski po lewej i prawej stro-
nie. Naciśnięcie odpowiedniego guzika powoduje aktywację lasera i pod-
świetlenia. Masa urządzenia to około 150 gramów, więc dość niewiele, 
jak za wszechstronność, którą oferuje. Brakuje jednak trochę elastycz-
ności - włączenie lasera jest równoznaczne z jednoczesnym włączeniem 
podświetlenia, a użytkownik nie ma możliwości użycia np. jedynie lasera 
widzialnego bez jednoczesnego włączania latarki LED. Czas pracy to  
w zależności od trybu trochę ponad 1,5 h.

HK Mod  
czyli nowe łoża, które zastosowano w broni z Oberndorfu. 
Idea taka, jak w KeyMod, ale troszeczkę inaczej zrealizowa-
na. Na tyle jednak podobnie, by powszechnie nazywano ten 
system HKMod (K czyta się jak „key”).
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TaSManian Tiger  
w wydaniu wyłącznie dla Tacwerk, niemieckiego sklepu, 
który otrzymał wyłączność na tę linię charakteryzującą 
się barwą Carbon Grey. W jej skład wchodzą na razie dwa 
plecaki Tac Pac 22 i 45 oraz torba typu messenger bag 
Tac Case, która spodobała nam się najbardziej.

leS’a baer 
Na jednym ze stoisk zwiedzający mogli podziwiać nadal bardzo 
rzadkie w Europie pistolety 1911 od Les’a Baer. Broń budowana 
ręcznie, niesamowite spasowanie poszczególnych elementów 
i gwarantowane skupienie 1,5” na 50 jardów. Dla miłośników 
klasyki pozycja obowiązkowa.

5.11  
Znana firma 5.11 zaprezentowała trochę nowości „plecako-
wych”, ale nasze największe zainteresowanie wzbudziła duża 
apteczka (dawniej nazwany by ją „torbą sanitariusza”). Mieści 
całkiem sporo wyposażenia, do którego użytkownik ma wygod-
ny dostęp, a dodatkowo pod spodem ma przytroczone składa-
ne, materiałowe nosze.
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lowa  
Znany i lubiany producent obuwia taktycznego z Niemiec 
zaprezentował kilka nowych i odświeżonych modeli bu-
tów. W kolekcji znalazły się m.in. Zephyry w kolorze 
Coyote Brown (bardzo ładnym, naszym zdaniem), od-
świeżone Renegade (wysokie i niskie), Innox ze wstawka-
mi z ekologicznej skóry oraz zupełnie nowe, praktycznie 
bezszwowe Innox EVO. Całość kolekcji cechuje minima-
lizowanie masy, szwów i dążenie do zwiększania oddy-
chalności.

TeaM wendY  
Team Wendy zaprezentowała nowy, modułowy hełm, skłądający się z amortyzującej wkładki, którą 
można uzupełnić o zewnętrzną skorupę zapewniającą osłonę balistyczną. Dodatkowo na wkładce 
wykonana jest szyna montażowa z zasilaniem akcesoriów. Tak naprawdę, to jest to nowoczesna, XXI-
wieczna wariacja na temat hełmu M1, który składał się z fibrowego hełmu ćwiczebnego i stalowego 
czerepu, który można było łatwo zdjąć.
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SMiTH oPTicS   
Smith Optics to przede wszystkim świetne okulary taktyczne, 
ale tym razem na stoisku firmy prezentowane były także skła-
dane... narty.

HeliKon  
Polska firma zaprezentowała nowe produk-
ty w kilku liniach „tematycznych” – przede 
wszystkim ciuchy dla osób aktywnych (od tu-
rystyki, przez survival po strzelctwo), ale tak-
że zgrabnie zaprojektowane torby, ładownice  
i inny drobny ekwipunek.
Przy okazji, na osobnym stoisku, miała także 
miejsce oficjalna „cywilna” premiera sprzętu 
Direct Action.
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glocK
generacja IV. Nowość, bo w modnej 
ostatnio, ultrataktycznej szarości.

P.j.l. TargeTS
czyli realistyczne cele strzeleckie. Naprawdę realistyczne, zobaczcie zdjęcie.

fab defenSe 
pokazał nowe kolby z gniazdem na magazynek. W komplecie prezentowano zgodne kolorystycznie, krótkie magazynki 
do karabinków AR, o pojemności 10 naboi.
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TilaK
czyli czeski Arc’Teryx pokazał całą gamę nowych ubrań technicznych. 
Świetna jakość, materiały z najwyższej półki, przemyślane projekty 
i w sumie niewygórowana cena. Czego chcieć więcej?

SPecSHoP
POLSKI sklep, dystrybutor wielu znanych marek popular-
nych w Europie. Handlują tym, czym inni w wielu różnych 
krajach, a mimo to uznali, że warto pokazać się na IWA. 
Można? Można.

clawgear
Austriacki producent umundurowania i odzieży taktycznej 
pokazał na targach parę nowości. Nam najbardziej 
przypadły do gustu nowe spodnie Operator IV generacji, 
w których wprowadzono kilka poprawek w stosunku do 
poprzedniego modelu. Z kolei na gorące dni zainteresowani 
mogą wybrać z oferty Clawgear krótkie spodnie Field 
SHorts, które są tak naprawdę obciętymi i nieco 
„odchudzonymi” spodniami Operator IV.
Z ciekawostek – Clawgear produkuje także akcesoria do 
broni strzeleckiej (montaże do celowników, urządzenia 
wylotowe, montaże do pasów). W chwili obecnej korzystać 
z nich mogą użytkownicy karabinków AUG (a jakże by 
inaczej), AK, AR oraz SIG.
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By: Łukasz Pacholski, Photo: Łukasz Pacholski, Michał Sitarski
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The European Airbus company is one of the leaders of the global aerospace industry 
– apart from its extensive offer of civil aircraft, it is also a major player in the military 
aviation segment with its PZL Warszawa-Okęcie works playing an important role.  
It is here that components of light aircraft of the CN-235/295 family are manufactured 
and where they undergo maintenance work. Also here the company produces and 
modernises the PZL-130 Orlik turboprop trainer. 
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The history of Warsaw’s aircraft manufacturer dates 
back to the interwar period when the state-owned avi-
ation company known as Centralne Warsztaty Lotnicze 
was founded. In 1928, the company was renamed 
Państwowe Zakłady Lotnicze. Zygmunt Puławski, a 
Polish aviation engineer, became the firm’s face by de-
signing a line of PZL P.7/11 fighter aircraft. In a later  
period, the company extended its offer by PZL P.24, a light 
bomber known as PZL.23 Karaś and a medium-sized 
bomber called PZL.37 Łoś. The onset of World War II made 
it impossible to continue building new aircraft in Warsaw. 
However, after the war the industrial potential of the com-
pany was rebuilt. Initially, the company operated under the 
working name Wytwórnia Sprzętu Komunikacyjnego nr 4, 
but in 1956 it was renamed WSK-Okęcie. After the political 

transformation of the late 1980s, the works reclaimed its 
historical name PZL Warszawa-Okęcie, and in 1995 it be-
came a joint-stock company. One of the most important 
aircraft manufactured in the post-war history of the com-
pany is the turboprop trainer aircraft known as PZL-130 
Orlik, which has been systematically modernised and im-
proved.

The public tender for the purchase of light transportation 
aircraft, which were to replace the old An-26, was resolved 
in favour of the Spanish company CASA offering its C295M 
model. The contract also included an additional condition, 
i.e. privatisation of PZL Warszawa-Okęcie. The final agree-
ment was signed in October 2001. In 2014, the company 
became a member of Airbus Defence & Space. The new 
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owner made it possible for Warsaw’s works to modern-
ise and develop, the effects of which are visible today, al-
though most of the projects the company is pursuing are 
not publicly disclosed. For a layman, this might seem like 
another example of an unsuccessful privatisation process. 
But luckily, this would be an entirely wrong assumption, and 
the lack of publicity is very beneficial for the company, as 
we found out during our visit at its premises in Okęcie. It is 
in Warsaw that numerous components for Airbus aircraft 
are manufactured, including parts for military aircraft (light 
aircraft in the CN235/295 family and the heavy A400M 
Atlas aircraft) as well as civil airplanes (passenger jets from 
A320 family and wide-body aircraft). As regards C295, it 
is here in Poland that the front and back hull sections, 
the external wing surfaces, storage dock doors, loading 
platforms, electrical wiring and seats are manufactured. 

Furthermore, the growing popularity of C295M/W forced 
Airbus to open another maintenance centre (the first one 
is located in Spain), with Warsaw being an obvious choice 
for its site. The centre performs repairs, installs additional 
fittings and runs periodical maintenance checks of C295M 
(not only the Polish ones, contrary to the rumours). Within 
the last several months, Warsaw’s maintenance centre has 
serviced aircraft from the Czech Republic and Spain, with 
more users of the aircraft family possibly to join later this 
year due to their growing popularity. Considering that the 
list of countries which utilise the aircraft is constantly grow-
ing (currently it is more than 20 states, with the number of 
units sold nearing 200, which makes C295M the world’s 
most popular light transportation aircraft), maintenance 
services will be an important area of the company’s activ-
ity for years to come.
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Working on Airbus products does not mean the Warsaw 
company had to discontinue its own projects. Currently, it 
continues to develop the PZL-130 Orlik turboprop train-
er aircraft, which is well-known in the Polish Air Force. 
In recent years, 16 aircraft were modernised to meet the 
 PZL-130 Orlik TC-II standard. Compared to the previous 
model, the modernised version contains a new engine, a 
reconstructed wing and a redesigned rudder. But that is 
not the end of work. Considering the requirements of the 
Air Force and the growing export demand, the company’s 
designers created the Orlik MPT project, which is a further 
enhancement of the TC-II concept characterised by the 
use of a glass cockpit and the potential to mount pylons 
for weapons or dispensers. Solutions of this type are gain-
ing popularity on the market, with the Brazilian EMB-314 
Super Tucano, and its market rivals like the American 
Beechcraft AT-6 Wolverine being more and more success-
ful. No wonder the European giant wants a piece of the 
pie as well. According to market studies, the worldwide 
demand in the next several years could reach as many as 
1700 turboprop trainer and combat aircraft. It is clear that 
the market segment is fairly large and has enough room for 
the Polish works to thrive in as well. Currently, Airbus is en-
gaged in negotiations with the Polish Defence Ministry over 
the modernisation of another batch of 12 Orlik aircraft to 

the TC-II standard for the 4th Training Aviation Wing. If the 
talks succeed, the level of training of future pilots of mul-
tirole combat aircraft will certainly rise. It is important be-
cause while having eight Alenia Aermacchi M-346 Master 
advanced training jets, which are to be delivered to Dęblin, 
this could prove very difficult.

Currently, the Ministry of Defence is the main customer of 
Warsaw’s Airbus plant. Apart from the production and ser-
vice of Orlik aircraft, the company provides maintenance 
services for C295M, pursuant to a long-standing contract 
which expires in 2018 and which stipulates structural 
checks after eight years of use of all aircraft. The extension 
of that contract for further years requires new negotiations 
to be held, as well as an analysis of the possibilities of mod-
ernisation and improvement of the particular aircraft. As it 
turns out, modernisation to the “W” variant, which results 
in lower fuel consumption and enhanced transportation 
capabilities, could be hindered due to economic reasons. 
As of today, only five of the most modern aircraft in service 
in Poland were provided with central wing spar 
reinforcements.
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On the other hand, the decision on the modernisation 
must follow in-depth cost-effectiveness analyses.

In the near future, the Warsaw branch of Airbus may win 
even more orders from the Defence Ministry as part of 
the „Płomyk” and „Płomykówka” programme, which 
involves the planned purchase of land-based patrol and 
surveillance aircraft. One idea is to use more C295 mod-
els, which would make training and logistics much easier 
– if the decision is made in favour of Airbus, it will require 
reconstruction and adaptation of special encasements to 
the domestic requirements.

Airbus Defence & Space is one of the major players on 
the global military aviation market. The Polish contri-
bution to the development of the company shows that 
the European giant is capable of effective performance 
of its obligations towards the Polish authorities. This 
could be a strong argument in other tender procedures 
regarding the modernisation of the Polish air force, in 
which the company participates or is planning to par-
ticipate in the future.
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80 years
Česká zbrojovka
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Among all gun afficionados, surely you cannot find someone who does 
not know the famous gun manufacturing company from the Czech 
Republic and most probably whole Central Europe.  Česká zbrojovka from 
Uhersky Brod or CZUB in short is one of firmearms industry leaders.

80 years
Česká zbrojovka

a.s. – a brief history

BY: CZ
PHOTO: FRAG OUT!
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Today, the CZUB is delivering thousands of fire-
arms for military and law enforcement servic-
es around the globe, including Czech Republic 
(since the early beginning of the company), 
Slovakia, United States, Middle East and many 
others. 2016 marks the eighty years of Ceska 
Zbrojovka, so below you can see how it all 
started in 1936 and what CZUB is now.

1936–1945
Česká zbrojovka, a. s., Prague, Uherský Brod factory.

The Uherský Brod factory is built on a proverbi-
al ‘greenfield’ site as a branch of the main factory, 
the famous Česká zbrojovka, a. s. Strakonice. The 
decision to build was made under the scheme of 
moving the Czechoslovakian armament production 

from the German border inland. It mainly produces 
for the Czechoslovakian army (particularly aircraft 
machine guns). During the occupation between 
1939 and 1945, it also produces for the German 
armed forces (again mainly aircraft machine guns), 
offering airguns and rimfire rifles as well. After lib-
eration, the factory is put under state administra-
tion.  

 @ Key products: aircraft machine gun vz. 30, 
flare gun vz. 30, aircraft machine gun MG 17.

1946–1949
Česká zbrojovka, national enterprise, Strakonice, 
Uherský Brod factory. After the nationalization 
of the Czechoslovakian industry, the factory re-
tains the status of a branch plant and focuses on 
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the mass production of civilian firearms (airguns, 
rimfire rifles, self-loading shotguns). Production 
of automatic firearms (this time submachine 
guns) is restored in 1948-1949.

 @ Key products: CZ 236 and the CZ 800 line air ri-
fles, repeating air rifle vz. 47 used for training, 
CZ 242 rimfire rifles, CZ 241 self-loading shot-
guns.

1950–1958
Precision Engineering, nat. ent., Uherský Brod.

The company becomes independent, but at the 
same time it is directly subordinate to the central 
state administration. These years see the begin-
ning of a rigorous enforcement of planned econ-
omy. From 1950, the production is dominated by 
supplies for the armed forces (submachine guns, 
semi-automatic and sniper rifles, links for am-
munition belts), which brings a lot of technical 
difficulties. In order to compensate for the lost 
output of military orders, from 1955 the focus 

gradually turns 
on the production of civilian firearms 
once again (air rifles, starter pistols, after 1957 
also semi-automatic pistols).

 @ Key products: 23/25 and 24/26 submachine 
guns, semi-automatic rifles vz. 52 and 52/57, 
sniper rifles vz. 54, CZ pistol vz. 50, Slavia alarm 
and starter pistol, the first generation of Slavia 
air rifles (starting with model  603)

1958–1965
October Revolution Works, nat. ent. Vsetín, 
Uherský Brod – branch 5. Large reorganization 
of the Czechoslovakian the industry brings the 
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introduction of production and economic units 
(VHJ) as the middle management level of the na-
tional economy. Česká zbrojovka from Uherský 
brod is incorporated into the departmental en-
terprise October Revolution Works, nat. ent. 
Vsetín. The main products are service small arms 
(assault rifles and submachine guns). However, 
due to delimitations, the bulk of the production 
of civilian firearms in Czechoslovakia (airguns, 
rimfire rifles, centrefire rifles, various types of 
pistols) starts moving to Uherský Brod.

 @ Key products: CZ pistol vz. 45 and DUO-Z, 
Slavia ZVP air pistol, submachine gun (assault 
rifle) vz. 58, Škorpion submachine gun vz. 61

1965–1982
Precision Engineering, nat. ent., Uherský Brod.

Following a change in the name once again, the 
Uherský Brod factory comes under the director-
ship of Zbrojovka Brno, renamed Zbrojovka in 1968. 
This General Directorate is based in Brno and also 
controls companies specializing in the production 
and development of agricultural machinery. The 
Uherský Brod factory continues focusing on the 
manufacture of service weapons and increases ex-
port of civilian firearms to Western countries. As 
part of a modernization programme, launched in 
the second half of the 1960s, the groundbreaking CZ 
75 is born. In the early 1970s, to ensure continuous 
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employment, the production of turbo-
prop aircraft engines is launched and in 1975, the 
company also begins producing tractor hydraulics. 

 @ Key products: ZKM 452, ZKM 581 and CZ 511 
rimfire rifles, ZKK 600 series, ZKW 465 Hornet 
and ZKB 680 Fox centrefire rifles, the CZ 580 
over and under shotguns, CZ pistols vz. 70 and 
CZ 75, ZKR 590 Grand revolver, the TEX air pis-
tol, Slavia 630 and 631 air rifles.

1983–1988
Agrozet Uherský Brod, a concern company.

The Uherský Brod company becomes part of the 
state economic organization Agrozet, an agricul-
tural engineering concern based in Brno (creat-
ed from the Zbrojovka General Directorate in the 
transition from a trust management to a concern). 
Overall, non-armament production prevails (trac-
tor hydraulics, aircraft engine parts), followed by 
the manufacture of hunting and sporting weapons, 
particularly for export. The factory struggles with 
technical obsolescence, modernization of machin-
ery is essential for the planned production of a new 
generation of service weapons (in the end only the 
production of pistols vz. 82 commences). The first 
CNC machines are purchased.

 @ Key products: CZ 83, vz. 82 and CZ 85 pistols.
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1988–1992
State enterprise Česká zbrojovka  
Uherský Brod.

During the next phase of the reorganization of 
Czechoslovakian industry, Česká zbrojovka becomes 
independent once again under its traditional name. 
In 1989, the Communist regime in Czechoslovakia 
collapses and Česká zbrojovka dramatically chang-
es its focus: it ends the production of service pistols 
vz. 82, tractor hydraulics and aircraft engine trans-
missions. Following this move, the production of 
civilian firearms is greatly increased.

 @ Key products: CZ 537 and CZ 527 centrefire  
rifles, CZ 92 pistols

1992 to the present day
Česká zbrojovka a.s., Uherský Brod.

The privatized company undergoes major restruc-
turing, the machinery is modernized, the company 
innovates and expands its portfolio and penetrates 

new markets. 
In 1997, the CZ-USA subsidiary 
is formed in the United States. After a successful 
first half of the 1990s, a period of fluctuating eco-
nomic results follows, with the situation being fur-
ther complicated by a complex ownership struc-
ture. Things calm down in 2001 with the arrival of a 
new majority shareholder. The company now pri-
marily focuses on production for the civilian market 
(pistols, rimfire rifles, centrefire rifles, airguns). In 
the service sector, it engages in the production of 
the CZ 75 series of pistols, the armament produc-
tion is once again supplemented by the production 
of high precision components for the automotive 
and aircraft industries. The company’s IPSC team 
gains worldwide fame. Česká zbrojovka becomes 
the owner of the famous Dan Wesson brand and 
purchases some production programmes from 
Zbrojovka Brno. A fundamental turning point is the 
arrival of the Chief Executive Officer, Ing. Lubomír 
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Kovařík, MBA in 2006. Under his leadership, the 
factory rapidly introduces new modern models of 
existing types of weapons (pistols, rimfire rifles, 
centrefire rifles) onto the market, returns to the 
production of automatic service weapons (assault 
rifles, submachine guns, to a lesser extent grenade 
launchers), installs the latest cutting edge technol-
ogy and begins with an extensive renovation of its 
premises. In addition, non-armament co-produc-
tion is developed. The Uherský Brod company re-
cords the best results in its entire history and con-
stantly increases its production capacity.

Key products: sport, compact and subcompact ver-
sions of the CZ 75 pistol, including the extreme-
ly successful models CZ 75 D COMPACT (P-01) and 
the CZ 75 SP-01; CZ 557 rifles, high power CZ 200 
air rifle, Slavia 634 air rifle; after the arrival of the 
CEO, Ing. Lubomír Kovařík, MBA, a new generation 
of CZ weapons – CZ 75 P-07 DUTY, CZ P-07 and  
CZ P-09 pistols, CZ 557 centrefire rifle, CZ 455 and  
CZ 512 rimfire rifles, CZ 805 BREN weapon system,  
CZ SCORPION EVO 3 submachine guns and semi-au-
tomatic carbines.
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Land Forces Symposium 2016

Since last few years, the German Rheinmetall Defence is hosting an international 
symposium dedicated to the subjects linked with mechanized units. That two-day 
event, now under the new name of Rheinmetall Land Focres Symposium – Mounted 
and Dismounted Warfare, is taking place in Unterluss. The Land Forces Symposium has 
basically two parts – conference and lectures plus demo shooting on the proving grounds.

By/Photo: Michał Sitarski, Bartosz Szołucha
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Rheinmetall Land Forces Symposium 2016
The main focus of the LFS are infantry and mechanized infantry units but it is also closely linked with other aspects of the land 
warfare – armor and artillery. Symposium is obviously dedicated to the military – multiple guest even from very exotic countries 
like Indonesia were present but also for the defense industry partners. Symposium has its small exhibition were they can show 
the products in dedicated booth. Last but not least, a group of selected defense media partners are invited to this event by 
Rheinmetall PR team.

Land Forces Symposium allows guests to become familiar with new products and trends in the land forces area plus the feed-
back from the current service members. Since there are many armed forces representatives on the ground, they also share their 
first-hand knowledge about the equipment and its use in-country. Most of the speakers are from German Bundeswehr with com-
bat experience gained in Afghanistan operations but also soldiers from United Kingdom, the Netherlands and many other NATO 
countries. What makes their presentations unique? The professional attitude, user’s approach and whole bunch of auto-irony.

New helmet 3M, having compete for Ops Core 
FAST Dron DD1 with charge transfer
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During the LFS2016, the fantastic speech by freshly retired General of German Bundeswehr, Hans-Lothar Domrose. GEN 
Domrose in his speech talked about new threats for the NATO Forces emerging from aggressive politics of Russian 
Federation. LTC RC O’Connor from United Kingdom was talking about the military operations in urbanized environment 
and MJR Shellenberg from Germany was presenting the combat experiences from operational deployment of infantry 
fighting vehicles in Afghanistan (beside that, it appeared that he is an obvious Marder 1A5 fanboy!)
So, the military speakers were on the one side, and the defense industry reps on the other. The subject of new precise 
air-burst ammunition was covered by the only lady-speaker, Mrs. Frederica Valente from the Netherlands. Thorsten Bohm 
from Rheinmetall Waffe Munition taled about land forces future vision by Rheinmetall. There were other presentations 
about Vinghog fire control system, Gladius IdZ-ES future warrior program, medical support in combat zones, ROSY rapid 
smoke/obscurant system and more. The rep of British BAE Systems talked about EP round, the Enhanced Performance 
5.56x45 and 7.62x51 ammunition with improved penetration of the target and steel core. The round are currently tri-
aled and qualified in the British Army. The representative of Austrian Stery-Mannlicher firearms manufacturing company 
talked about the development of the modern rifles with the Steyr AUG and new STM556 rifles with with common barrel 
quick change system.

Except the speeches, there were also two static equipment exhibitions – one with the individual equipment and firearms 
and second with the combat vehicles held on the outside. During the previous editions, mostly Marder 1A3 or 1A5 IFV 
were present and some of the wheeled vehicles from Rheinmetall. In 2016 this exhibition was expanded and the multiple 
vehicles were presented – including the PzH2000 howitzer.

ITT Exelis google technology fusion. Exoskeleton V-Shield
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After the first day of Land Forces Symposium there was night firing demo where the illumination rounds for grenade launchers 
and mortars (60, 81 and 120mm) were fired.  Also, the multiple variants of the Rheinmetall flashbangs were used during this 
demo (what’s the main difference between six and nine-banger?). But the most effective was show of the ROSY rapid smoke/
obscurant system. In the meantime, the subdued tracer rounds were also shown – in this kind of ammunition, the tracer starts 
to burn after 50-100 meters from the muzzle end what provides additional concealment for the shooter.
On the second day, the day firing  demo and guest shooting were part of the plan. Demo started from the 5.56 and 7.62 Enhanced 
Performance ammunition shooting and new .50 cal precision ammunition. It was followed by hand grenade demonstration in-
cluding smoke grenades and air-burst (it rolls around on the ground, comes to a complete stop, erects and jumps to a height of 
1.5-2m and explodes) and the 40mm HK GMG shooting with the Vinghog fire control systems which allows to use both „dumb” 
standards grenades and „smart” air-burst ammunition. It is really impressive when you see three or five grenades fired in single 
burst and exploding in the exactly same place over the small target.

WKM M2 on universal mount

explosion flashbang

UKM HK121 before shooting

Blind ammunition for 40mm grenade 
machine
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During the fire demo we saw one more interesting thing, thing you could expect in Staw Wars or other sci-fi movie. 
Laser canon. Yes, there was Boxer IFV with HEL module known also as „HEL on wheels”. What’s HEL? High-Energy 
Laser or laser canon if you want. The future is already here! Sadly, no whiz and bang sounds, no lasers visible. But 
deadly – the target was drone on the few hundred meters distance (shot down) and the technical pickup truck with 
heavy machine gun on the back. HEL burned through the rounds on the belt...

The smoke and HE rounds for mortars, including 
those on Wiesel 2 vehicles, caused some troubles 
– it was hot, grass was dry and it started fire. Due 
the fire on the training ground, firefighters had to 
act and the live fire was stopped. And it caused 
some delays...

Wiesel 2 Mortar in action

Action garnet smoky
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Leopard Advanced Technology Demonstrator

BWP Puma soldiers stormed systems IDS
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Due the delays, last thing we saw was God Almighty’s Roar - Multiple Rounds Simultaneous Impact. Three rounds were 
fired one by one toward the target located thirteen kilometers from the PzH2000 howitzer.  Less in the minute later, they 
all hit the target. In the very same moment... PzH2000 in MRSI (or Mercy if you want) mode can fire up to five rounds in 
one minute and can hit target up to 40 kilometers. Now, think about five howitzers shooting simultaneously. Believe us, 
you don’t want to be in the impact area.

Just before the departure we saw two Puma IFVs with Gladius infantry squad during dismounting.
Just to summarize, the Land Forces Symposium was a great event and it was really worth to wait two years. We hope 
that we will be on the next one too.

Boxer Joda - demonstrator of advanced control systems

PZH 2000 while shooting
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WB Group   
          Warmate Demo

On 26 April 2016, the dynamic demonstration of the WB Group 
Micro Combat Unmanned Aircraft System WARMATE at Artillery 
and Armaments Training Center in Torun, Poland. The presenta-
tion was mainly aimed at representatives of the Polish Army (in-
cluding Special Operations Forces) and other services.
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WB Group   
          Warmate DemoAuthor: Michał SitarSki  Photo: k.S.P.
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The presentation started with a theoretical part 
during which representatives of companies 
Flytronic and WB Electronics (Flytronics is a part of 
WBGroup) showed the Micro Combat Unmanned 
Aircraft System WARMATE designed to perform the 
following tasks, depending on the installed payload:

 @ Surveillance, detection, recognition and 
identification of the objects of interest (GS9 EO/
IR payload),

 @ Detection and strike against the enemy 
personnel (EO-fragmentation charge 
warhead), 

 @ Detection and strike against the enemy’s light 
armored vehicles (EO-linear cumulative charge 
warhead).

Selection of the mission profile is being perfor-
med by choosing the proper payload installation 
to the aircraft vehicle. WARMATE Micro C-UAS may 
be operated as an autonomous system, carried or 

transported by subdivisions. The system has also 
the capability of being installed on vehicles (such as 
a car, an armored transporter) and integration of the 
Ground Control Station and Ground Data Terminal 
with vehicle installations. WARMATE is an alternati-
ve for ATGM, since it offers the possibility of being 
controlled in a much larger radius, allowing iden-
tification and surveillance of a potential target in a 
relatively convenient time (the flight time of the air-
craft vehicle is 30 minutes). The system resembles 
the micro solutions of the loitering munition class. It 
is possible to additionally facilitate the system with 
a laser guided payload (seeker). Observation and 
combat payloads were created at the Polish Military 
Technical Institute of Armaments, in close coopera-
tion with WB Electronics.  

The WARMATE vehicle used in combat mode is de-
signed for single usage. In the observation mode, it 
may be recovered multiple times. 
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C-UAS WARMATE Specs Sheet:
Take-off Cassette pneumatic launcher

Radius of action  10 km LOS

Maximum flight height  500 m over ground,  
3000 m AMSL 

Operating height  30–200 m over ground 

Sustainability of flight  30 minutes

Take-off mass  4 kg

Maximum horizontal speed  150 km/h

Payloads: stabilized observation, observation and 
combat with cumulative or fragmentation charge – net 
mass of the combat charge: 700 g

Full autonomy of flight

Immediate and continuous readiness for combat or 
surveillance missions 

Aided targeting in combat mission mode

Parameters of payloads:
Cumulative and fragmentation GK-1 payload de-
signed for striking light tanks and armored transport-
ers. It is attached to the carrier (UAV), prepared for in-
tegration with WARMATE
Basic parameters of GK-1:

 @ armor penetration – 100–120 mm RHA
 @ SAD protection system (Save – Arm – Disarm);
 @ full information on the status of payload activation 

and change of the payload activation status is avail-
able through the operator’s control panel.

Fragmentation and high-explosive GO-1 is de-
signed for striking unarmored targets: sharpshooters, 
machine gun positions, points of resistance.  It is 
attached to the carrier (UAV), prepared for integration 
with WARMATE.
Basic parameters of GO-1:

 @ radius of efficient strike – 10 m;
 @ explosive – 300 g of TNT;
 @ SAD protection system (Save – Arm – Disarm);
 @ full information on the status of payload activation 

and change of the payload activation status is 
available through the operator’s control panel.

The system consists of the following base compo-
nents:

 @ air vehicle,
 @ observation payload GS9 (as in VIRTUS system),
 @ combat and observation payload with 
fragmentation warhead (GO-1),

 @ combat and observation payload with 
cumulative warhead (GK-1),

 @ ground control station (SKiK),
 @ ground data terminal with antenna tracker 
(NTD),

 @ pneumatic launcher,
 @ transport case.

The system has been equipped with in control 
modules that allow fully automatic operation of 
the majority of flight stages and strong support for 
the operator when targeting. The operator has full 

control and responsibility for activating the charge 
to allow striking action.

The presentation in Toruń included a demonstration of 
surveillance capabilities of WARMATE, automatic flight, 
targeting, a simulated attack on a selected target, and 
landing with recovery of the air vehicle.

Is should be added, that the presentation concerned 
the newest version of the system with a fully compo-
site airframe, an improved launcher, a system of airfra-
me stabilization, and payloads with thermal imaging 

cameras.
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TRM
Two years ago, in FRAG OUT! #00 issue, there was an article 
about the TRM Tactical Hand-Thrown Robot – a small recce ro-
bot developed by PIAP (the Industrial Research Institute for 
Automation and Measurements). Simultaneously to that arti-
cle, the works on the next generation of TRM were launched. 
A little less than two years later, design studies were finished 
and the new version is being implemented for production. 

The decision concerning modernization 
works was made mostly in order to sim-
plify the construction, improve its fea-
tures, and add new functions. Users of 
TRM eagerly share their experience with 
the designers from PIAP and suggest 
changes that would adjust the device 
to the tasks it must perform. Of course, 
not all changes are possible to be imple-
mented, but in the case of TRM, the range 
of changes is really a major one. One 
may say that this is actually a new ver-
sion of the robot, not only a modification. 
The first stage of works that resulted in 
creating the first model of TRM 2.0 was 

finished in May 2014. The model under-
went on-site tests. It helped in gathering 
knowledge necessary to implement fur-
ther improvements and modifications, so 
that it was possible to construct another 
model already in October 2014. Testing 
of that version had been conducted until 
the end of the year and after completing 
the tests, a decision was made to con-
struct a prototype. The prototype was 
ready for its first tests in the first half of 
2015. The research was conducted for 
two years. The fist, official demonstration 
of the prototype was held during the 
MSPO 2015 trade show.

By:/photo: Michał Sitarski, graphics: PIAP
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CHANGES
One may notice the changes made in PIAP TRM 2.0 
at first glance, but, obviously, those are not all of 
the introduced modifications. 

The first noticed change are the new wheels. They 
have a more aggressive look, provide better mo-
bility and “off-road capability” of the robot. What is 
more, they work much more quietly in comparison 
to the previous version. Thanks to optimization of 
the shape of the tread and application of new elec-
tric motors, the robot may move almost noiseless-
ly. Another easily noticeable change of the chas-
sis of the robot is its “tail”. The first version had a 
tail in form of a steel wire ended with a ball, but 

after some time of using the robot, it appeared that 
in some cases such assembly may get destroyed. 
It usually occurred when the robot was dropped 
from a great height and landed “on the tail”, which 
lead to deformation of the steel wire. The new tail 
is in form of two rubber belts with a small stabi-
lizing wheel (that prevents the ball from shuffling 
on the surface and robot’s movement is now even 
more quiet). Apart from stabilization, the tail serves 
also as shock absorber – its deformation is, then, 
temporary and goes back to the original shape. 
Additionally, the robot it was profiled in a way that 
allows attachment of a small explosive, e.g. a flash-
bang that may be detonated with an electric fuse 
launched via the control panel. The last function of 
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PIAP TRM 2.0 

UGV Data Sheet

Maximum width of the robot    212 mm

Wheel diameter     102 ± 3 mm

Maximum height of the robot, including antennas 170 mm

Maximum length of the robot with a stabilizer   215mm

Weight 1,6 kg

Maximum speed   3,5 km/h 

Range of the robot in buildings  30–100 m

Range of the robot in open space  100–150 m

Work time  1 h

Charging time 3 h 

Technical specification  
of the console

Maximum width of the body  265 mm

Maximum length of the body  165 mm

Maximum thickness with the joystick 50 mm

Maximum thickness of the body 37 mm

Maximum height with antennas, when extended   185 mm

Display  4,3” TFT

Weight   1,2 kg

Working time capacity when not recording  4 h

Working time capacity with recording 2,5 h

Charging time 3 h

the tail is continuous adjustment of the angle at 
which the camera of TRM 2.0 will operate – the tail 
is mounted on the body, so that it is possible to 
even rotate it by 360° without tools. It allows set-
ting the camera in any position, so that it is possible 
to move it e.g. vertically upwards and use the robot 
to inspect the underbody of a vehicle.

The TRM 2.0 has been 
facilitated with much more 
sensitive microphone.
The redesigned body of TRM and the camera with 
lights constitute a separate module that may be 
easily disassembled. Of course, the disassembly 
should not be performed by the user, but it makes 
it easier for the institute to adjust the robot to recip-
ient’s needs. Currently, TRM 2.0 is facilitated with a 
color camera with high sensitivity WDR of 0.01 lux, 
90° angle of view, and resolution of 700TVL with a 
CCD 1/3” converter and an F2.0 3.7mm lens (in the 
case of infrared lights, with the function of infrared 
imaging). The recipient may choose from the fol-
lowing light configurations:  

 @ 2 x LED white light 2 W+ 2 x LED IR 940 nm 2 W 
– basic version;

 @  2 x LED white light 2 W+ 2 x LED IR 850 nm 2 W;
 @  4 x LED IR 940 nm 4 W; 
 @ 4 x LED IR 850 nm 4 W.

A new operator console was designed. It is small-
er, lighter, and more convenient than the previous 
one. On top of this, it will provide the ability to 
control even six robots simultaneously. The con-
sole has been facilitated with a large 4.3” screen, 
capacity to record video broadcasts, and an SD 
card socket with the maximum size of 32 GB (it is 
also possible to copy data through the in-built USB 
port). The console has its own speaker, but it is also 
possible to connect headphones – in some situa-
tions it is recommended, due to the confidentiality 
of the broadcast or just in order to limit surround-
ing noise.

The new console allows controlling the robot from 
a distance of up to 150 m in open space and up to 
100 m in buildings. Working time on one charging 
of the batteries is three hours.

The robot has an attractive design, clear distribu-
tion of manipulators and buttons, as well as com-
pact design with foldable antennas for transporta-
tion.

The new full version of new robot, along with the 
new operator console, will be presented during 
MSPO 2016, but there is a possibility that first units 
of the robot will start their service even earlier.
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On 23rd March 2016 in Fabryka Broni Łucznik-Radom, 

the historical agreement for delivery of the first batch of 

MSBS-R honor guard rifles was signed between Polish 

Armed Forces and the FB Radom. The MSBS-R rifles will be 

delivered for Honor Guard Battalion of Polish Armed Forces.
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The first batch of 150 rifles will 

cost military about $430,000 but 

the total demand of the Battalion 

is estimated for total of circa 

about 450 rifles.

Why the agreement has historical 

meaning? Firstly, finally after five 

decades, the Polish Army will utilize 

the made in Poland weapon in the 

honor guard units. MSBS-R will 

replace the SKS-45 Soviet-made 

rifle which is now obsolete. The 

currently used rifles are heavily 

raddled and the replacement parts 

are hard to procure.

Secondly, the MSBS-R is the 

first variant of the MSBS modular rifle family which was 

officially adopted by Polish Armed Forces. Of course, the 

ideal solution would be the simultaneous adoption of both 

honor guard and the assault 

rifle version but the long 

development phase as a part of 

Tytan future warrior program 

plus complicated procedures of 

entering new weapon systems 

into services, has significantly 

pull that moment away. Most 

probably, the MSBS rifle 

will finally join his blank-firing 

brother soon.

What is curious, the 5.56x45 

mm MSBS-R is blanks-only 

bolt-action rifle. Yes, it must be 

reloaded after. Rifle is magazine 

fed and the short 10-rounds 

AR-style Israeli made box magazines are used. In future 

they will be replaced with local made ones.
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According to the idea of MSBS modularity, the MSBS-R 

is based around the common upper receiver and the lower 

receiver from sporting version of MSBS with single-fire 

capability only. Also, the extended handguard comes from 

sport version. The rifle has fixed plastic buttstock with 

reinforced metal butt-pad and the blanks-only barrel which 

will not allow the use of live ammo. The honor guard specific 

version parts could be replaced with the 

parts from the standard MSBS rifle but 

those components were not acquired 

this time.

MSBS-R comes with sling, leather 

ammunition pouches and the honor guard 

version of the bayonet with chromed 

blade. Rifle is patent pending.

The MSBS-R final version is different 

from the ones showed in the past. 

The modifications were implemented 

accordingly to the feedback from the 

soldiers from Honor Guard Battalion 

which were testing the rifle. Weight and dimensions of the 

MSBS-R are similar to the SKS so there were no changes 

required in the ceremony drills. Some improvements 

making the honor duties easier, were also introduced. On 

the barrel, just behind the bayonet lug, there is a metal disc 

DANE TECHNICZNE: 
Kaliber 5,56 mm x45 (ślepa)
Rodzaj ognia pojedynczy
Pojemność magazynka 10 nb.
Długość z bagnetem ~ 1145 mm
Długość bez bagnetu ~ 990 mm
Długość lufy ~ 508 mm
Masa karabinka ~ 3,95 kg
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which allows holding weapons in “order arms” stance and 

helps when pulling the rifle up (in SKS, soldiers used the 

folding bayonet latch). The buttstock was modified and the 

metal butt-pad was added which prevents the stock from 

being damaged. The metal pad also serves to improve “the 

acoustics” of the ceremony drill when it hits the ground.

The charging handle was slightly modified – it is now 

one-sided, enlarged and moved to the back (the shape is 

similar to the flattened S-letter) so it is in almost the same 

place from the butt-pad as in the SKS when the rifle is 

near the thigh. The bayonet detaching button in bayonet 

lug was down-sized as the standard one was accidentally 

releasing the bayonet during ceremony drills during trials. 

The last modification is single-sided safety switch lever. 

Ambidextrous one is not necessary for the honor guard 

unit and it could switch the safety off during drills.

The MSBS-R was developed by FB Radom and Military 

University of Technology  in direct cooperation with the 

Warsaw Garrison Command as a replacement of SKS. 

This close cooperation allowed to build the rifle which 

introduction will not change the ceremony drills learned 

with the SKS.

The fact of MSBS-R adoption was widely commented 

– some were saying that modern rifles does not fit the 

more “traditional” uniforms but it should be mentioned 

that Queen’s Guards in the United Kingdom are using the 

L85A2 bull-pup rifles (even more “modern” looking) instead 
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of Lee-Enfields. In France, the honor guards are using the 

FA-MAS bull-pup rifles. Last but not least, the uniform of 

Polish Honor Guard Battalion is absolutely not traditional 

one or historical.

In my opinnion, the adoption of the MSBS-R is good move 

and it could be a great opportunity to promote the new 

rifle. First will come soon – NATO Summit in Warsaw.
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Newsflash: contrary to earlier announcements, the premiere „performance” MSBS-R took place during the celebration of 
the Constitution of May 3 in Warsaw.
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The M96 Beryl assaulT rifle was inTroduced inTo The 
Polish army in laTe 1990s To rePlace The comBloc-sTan-
dard aKm wiTh a rifle chamBered for The naTo-sTandard 
5.56 mm × 45 round.
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The layout of the new rifle was however truly Kalashnikovian – but contrary to some allegations, the 
Beryl is not a simple copy of an AK-74. Nevertheless, it looks the part, repeating all the pros and cons of the 
Soviet rifle’s layout and ergonomics (or lack thereof). The resulting rifle was simple in design, easy to maintain, 
with as little parts as possible and robust enough to withstand the field life. These traits were unfortunate-
ly more than compensated by the non-existent ergonomics – which is as much of a trademark of the 
Mikhail Kalashnikov rifle as is its legendary robustness. It is an embodiment of his famous quip that “the 
Western weapons are for parade, while ours are for war”.
Some changes were made to alleviate the problem, but they hardly constituted a revolution. Even though a 
thumb-lever fire-selector (three settings: single, burst, auto) was introduced, some bright spark separated 
it from the safety lever, so one still has to move the huge clanky sheet-metal lever on the right side of the 
receiver to squeeze a shot from the rifle. Not that the thumb lever was placed in a particularly easy reach, 
though.
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During the production run some small developmental steps were taken, leading to the current pro-
duction M96C with a new, non-folding telescoping stock, ergonomic pistol grip, aluminum quad-
1913 rail handguard and an overhead optics or red dot sight 1913 rail, spanned between the rear 
sight base and the rear trunnion post.

Beryl M762
So far the Polish Army is purchasing still more Beryl M96Cs and agonizingly slowly commits itself 
to field test the radically new MSBS rifles. Meanwhile the FB Łucznik-radom is trying to find ex-
port orders by re-chambering the Beryl to other intermediate rounds, taking advantage of the rifle’s 
legacy (Beryl is a Westernized variant of the 5.45 mm Tantal rifle, Polish indigenous AK-74 look-alike 
based on AKM to avoid pricey license). Thus the first export variant was retrograded to the true AK 
legacy by replacing the NATO round with the Russian 5.45 mm × 39, being in fact almost the M96A 
(basic production variant) with an AKM FCG: eliminating the separate fire-selector and reverting to 
the safety / selector lever, while abolishing the 3-round burst-fire mechanism. That rifle, designated 
the Beryl M545 was created for the Vietnamese rifle tender, when they were looking for a new rifle 
to replace their aging AKs.

The next variant, Beryl M762, dug into AK legacy even further, reverting to the original 7.62 mm x 39  
ammunition of the AKM. This was also an export version, intended for the Third World markets, where 
true AKM/AKMSs are still the staple diet. So far 1500 of these were sold, all to Nigeria, where they 
are used by the federal Special Forces, fighting the Boko-Haram Islamic militants – apparently with 
enough success to warrant next batches being contemplated, numbering a total of 5-6,000.
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The Beryl M762 is in principle a clone of the Beryl M96C, but chambered for the different round, and using the 
world-standard AK magazine. As with the M545, an alternative less-sophisticated model of M762 is likewise of-
fered, with the true AK fire control group, with no separate selector and burst-limiter mechanism – but other than 
that, the M762 is a standard M96C’s clone. Both models of the M762 take all standard AK-platform magazines, 
metal or plastic – and the FB offers a green translucent plastic bodied magazine with it.

As all Beryls, the M762 is also underslung 40 mm Pallad or SBAO grenade launcher-compatible.
The manual of arms, stripping and maintenance is identical with the Polish Army’s M96C variant.

Comparison locks Beryl caliber 7.62 (left) and 5.56 (right).
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Comparison locks Beryl caliber 7.62 (left) and 5.56 (right).

Comparison of both teams moving rifles.
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Technical and tactical data:

Caliber: 7,62 × 39 mm

Muzzle velocity: Vo = 715 mps (2346 fps)

Muzzle energy: 1991 Joule

Operation: gas-operated

Fire modes: semi-automatic, 3-round burst, fully automatic

Rate of fire: 700 rpm

Range of fire: 600 m
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dimensions

Length, stock extended / collapsed: 940/870 mm

Barrel length: 419 mm

Rifling number, direction and pitch: 4/240 mm

Sighting radius: 330 mm

Rifle, empty: 3550 g

Magazine capacity (standard) 30 rounds

Beryl M762 

Beryl 96C 







BY: AdAm Szpigiel 
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One of the world’s greatest Gimpies, in use with both regular and 

guerilla armies all over the world. This was a design by the same 

guy, who gave us the Akm assault rifle – because it was designed 

by Mikhail Kalashnikov, hence the ‘K’ in PK, later PKM. Some even 

say, that this was the better of the pair...
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We had an opportunity to play a bit with the PKM 
– altogether we fired 400 rounds. Not, we were 
not testing it – it was tested enough already, 
being as it is in service for the last 50 years. We 
just love to shoot and being able to fire away with 
a gun that Average Joe from Civvy Street sees 
only in pictures, gives us a particular boost. So, 
we decided to sacrifice half a day at the firing 
range so that you wouldn’t have to. Now that we 
did it, we can share our impressions.

16.5 Lbs Of sheer fun 
PKM is a legend in its own right, as we said, one 
of the world’s best Gimpies. What’s a Gimpy? 
It’s a soldier slang for GPMG – General Purpose 
Machine Gun, one that is an LMG on bipod but you 

can slap a tripod on and wham-bam, have your 
medium machine gun, madam. Fires full-auto only, 
from open bolt, at a rate of 650 rpm, chambered in 
7.62 mm x 54R Russian, and fed (from the RIGHT, 
Maxim-style) with 100 or 200 rounds non-disinte-
grating belts. The 100-rounder comes in a clip-on 
box, the 200 has a stand-alone one.

Much has been written about PK/PKM, but still 
the lowly civilian stands a little chance to get ac-
quainted with this gun, much less having an op-
portunity to pour lead downrange. And pouring 
lead downrange is what this baby is all about: 
100%-pure FUN with capital F. 

This is not a weapon that one can perform  
spectacular fire drills with to enhance one’s  
shooter abilities. Not much to train in the way of 
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C Q B , 
either (well, 

Russian actually do 
CQB with PK's). This is 

for the most part a ve-
hicle-mounted support 

weapon, not a first choice 
by anyone going to clear the 

rooms. Yet, even if an average op-
erator may tend to treat it a bit conde-

scendingly, everyone would rather have it in 
support than to face it’s kind of music. Our brief 
sojourn with it was mostly fun, but one should 
not overlook the educational factor as well.

If you know a thing or two about machine guns, 
you would at once realize how light it is – just 
7.5 kgs (16.5 lbs) empty, good 4 kilos less than 
MG3 or a Two-Forty Bravo (or FN MAG if you 
want). With such a light gun you don’t have to 
be John Rambo to fire it offhand. With the re-
gard to PKM firing stance – only the sky (and 
ergonomics – more in just a moment) are the 
limits. Of course by far the most comfortable 

stance is 
time-honored 

prone – just put the 
gun on the bipod, unfold 

the shoulder strap, have a sup-
port hand hooked through the hole in 

the buttstock to stabilize and aid in aiming, 
and you’re good to go.

To deploy the bipod, one has to give it a little 
squeeze and unhook the sheet metal brace 
keeping it folded (with a bit dexterity it is pos-
sible to do it single-handed). The spring will 
spread the legs, and they stabilize the gun 
adequately. The legs are non-extendable – 
one length fits all (or else) – but precious little 
Gimpies offer such luxury, anyway.

The manual of arms is trivial – after all, this 
was a weapon designed for ordinary draftees. 
Everything you do, starting with belt-can at-
tachment, to feeding first round, placing it in 
the gripper after first opening the feed cover, 
was tailored to fit the average ComBloc mal-
nutritioned youth of the 1960s. People have 
advanced a bit further from that time, and grew 
a bit on average – in all three dimensions.

The cocking handle is quite comfortable – 
one may grab and pull it both with your na-
ked hand or glove. Just remember to slide the 
cocking handle back to the front after cocking 
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the bolt. If you not – it may got damaged. Not from 
the first such neglect, but after a few it may get 
troublesome at a least expected moment..efajnie.

The safety is not complicated at all. It is of a lever 
type, and it only has two positions, aft (white-paint-
ed SAFE) and front (red-painted FIRE). Ergonomics? 
Umm, not really. You can’t take it off safety with the 
firing hand without shifting your grip – but it works.

The trigger is actually quite nice for that kind of 
weapon. The pull is heavy enough not to fire inad-
vertently, but not too heavy, and it moves fluently. 
No jumps, no slips, no multiple stops or any oth-
er surprises. Coupled with a quite controllable rate 
of fire, this trigger allows to squeeze single shots 

quite easily. Short bursts, 2-4 shots are super 
easy. What one needs a fire-selector for?

As we said before, it is easily shot off-hand – you 
just shoulder it, keep the pistol grip and grab by 
the bipod (folding forward or backward) or it’s left 
leg (if deployed). That gives enough purchase for 
control, but for comfort a vertical foregrip would 
be advisable. If you have good gloves, you may as 
well grip by the receiver, just remember, that it is an 
extension of the gas tube – and that one gets hot, 
fast. The barrel gets hot too, so you may forget the 
Chris Costa C-clamp – unless you wear an asbes-
tos glove. 
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When the barrel gets hot, one should change 
it, which is quite easy – unless the gun is glow-
ing-hot or at it last legs, shot to pieces over 
the years. The hardest part – and one that is 
the strangest to the guys used to ergonom-
ic Western guns – is to slide this damnably 
small barrel latch. But you can do that even 
with a regular glove, and not risking burning 
your hand. Then it’s easy – just grab the barrel 
handle and give it a good shove forward out of 
receiver. Interesting point: of the two barrels, 
serialized to the gun, each one had a different 
muzzle device – perhaps to help recognize 
the assistant gunner which is which at night 
by touch.

The sights are easy to use and clear. The tan-
gent rear sight (sitting BACKWARDS on feed 
cover) has settings up to 1500 meters, which 
seems a bit over the top for the open sights. 
Anyway, they are totally adequate and allow 
precision fire, which we proved having no diffi-
culty in hitting a deer target (quit that snickering 
– that’s what we found at the firing range) with 
single shots and short bursts (see photos). The 
gun was battle-zeroed for 300 m so that’s why 
all the hits are high.

If we are able to shoot PKM standing, we may 
add walking with it. Shooting a machine gun 

on the move is a bit more complicated than 
with the rifle, and takes some training, but it 
is worth a while. Of course it takes brawns to 
heave it. The PKM is light for a Gimpy at 7.5 
kgs empty, but with a loaded 100-rd belt in a 
clip-on box, it’s rather 9+ kgs (20 lbs) – still 
light, but necessitates some previous mus-
cle-building to properly use and control. You 
really need to exercise your support hand, 
which has to carry most of the weight – and 
then you have to walk with it... Anything for 
fun! But still, it won’t do for IPSC – we have 
tried that as well.

Belt box exchange needs training. It sure is 
doable without it, but it would be slow and 
awkward. To reload one has to hit the lugs 
with the catch (blindly – the lugs are on the 
bottom of the gun, and you need to keep your 
eyes on the target), then extract the belt, put it 
into the feeder, put the first round rim into the 
T-slot. The box itself is a bit awkward, big and 
made out of sheet-metal, protruding down-
wards and to the sides, gets in a way in every 
stance but the prone. Non-disintegrating belt 
provides a challenge on its own. At the begin-
ning all is just hanky-dory – but after expend-
ing half a belt, the empty half just hangs there 
from the left side of the gun, ready to entangle 
your feet. It helps if you can lay your hands on 
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Educational valor at least equals fun. This is the most popular Gimpy 
in our neck of woods, and it behooves any serious-minded shooter 
to know how to load, clear, strip and shoot it safely. One never knows, 
when and why that knowledge might come handy...

Thank you for organizing the 
shooting company Paladin Tac 
and Social Museum WST on 
Westerplatte.

a PKT (tank model) belt, which is made in 25-round 
segments – but that is a specialist accessory.

Our trigger time with the PKM was mostly about 
fun: pouring downrange a maximum amount of 
bullets in minimum time. It would not enhance 
one’s marksmanship, even though it enhanc-
es one’s physical strength and stamina (while 

humping the beast – however light it might be, 
it’s still easily three rifles heavy). It really excels 
at providing fun, while at the same time offering 
a very interesting variety in shooting training 
– and of course firing it is a must, and ultimate 
bucket-list item to check for any red-blooded 
shooter.
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ul. Porcelanowa 51
40-246 Katowice
worKs11.com



*

* cena dotyczy samego karabinka bez uposażenia a oferta jest ważna do wyczerpania zapasów.

SPECYFIKACJA

W ZESTAWIE

UL. JUTRZENKI 91 | 02-231 WARSZAWA +48 22 873 09 50 | INFO@BESTHUNTERS.PL
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I lIke guns, I have quIte a 
lot of them, and I shoot 
much – I am a gun buff, 
just lIke other people 
are hooked of runnIng or 
soccer. I have trIed many 
types of both pIstols and 
rIfles, some were sold 
down the lIne, because 
I just dIdn’t lIked theIr 
features – whIle the oth-
er have stayed wIth me. 
amongst the latter are 
a number of ar-platform 
rIfles, especIally those 
wIth prImary weapons 
systems logo on theIr 
magazIne well. 

I’ve been using the PWS rifles for over two years now, and 
during that time I had about a dozen of them – some mine, 
some borrowed. I shoot a lot, my guns are not safe queens, 
and definitely not show-pieces. Most of them are quite heav-
ily modified and all are painted. Over these two years I have 
accumulated some experience with these guns, which I’d like 
to share with you.

AvAilAble Models
PWS offers both classic direct-impingement (DI) AR-15s, 
they call the Modern Musket, and the piston-driven MK1s 
and MK2s. I’m going to write about the MK1 piston-driven ri-
fles here – and I had the opportunity to test all .223 models 
(MK110 - 10”, MK112 - 12”, MK114 -14” and MK116 - 16”) as 
well as most .308 models.na. 



lAyout  
The MK1-series rifles are not unlike many other AR-15s in 
outward appearance. They are true mil-spec weapons, which 
not only mean that mil-spec accessories can be installed, but 
also warrant the highest heavy duty quality. They just ooze 
esthetics and detailing, right from the first glance. The hand-
guard (KeyMod standard with full-length 1913 top rail over 
the whole length of the upper and handguard) inspires trust: 
heavy duty, but really quite light for a piston-driven gun, it can 
take lots of punishment. It is mounted to the barrel nut with 6 
screws, and quite rigid as a whole.

Pistol grip and stock are Magpul MOEs – popular with the 
products of that price level, excellent quality components. 
They are perfect entry-level furniture for a novice PWS user 
– with time one develops an urge to replace them with some-
thing more customized. Non-standard buffer tube has longi-
tudinal grooves and drain holes in the bottom (that’s perhaps 
useful when you fell into a pond – there’s no other way water 
can enter there in normal conditions). Additionally buffer tube 
/ lower receiver extension has a proprietary mounting system 
with ambidextrous QD sling attachment. 

That’s what meets the eye – admittedly, it so far fits most 
ARs. You have to take a second, less casual glance to see the 
differences.
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CAliber or ChAMbering?  
Looking at the chamber, you’ll find the customary calib-
er designation: “.223 WYLDE”. 223 WHAT!? How about .223 
Rem or 5.56 MM – do they fit this rifle, or am I to buy some  
obscure wildcat loading? Relax, that’s not how you may be 
afraid of. You might have heard already that the .223 Rem and 
5.56 MM are just ALMOST identical, and that the chamber for 
one might – or might not – take the other. And so the .223 
Wylde is not really a “caliber” but a “chambering” rather: it’s 
just the shape and layout of the chamber, that was tweaked 
a bit so as to make doubly sure they would both fit in it just 
as well. So you don’t need any “.223 Wylde” ammo – any .223 
Rem or 5.56 MM would do. 

gAs-piston 
The AR rifle / carbine / pistol market is roughly divided into two usually hostile camps: the One-And-Only True-Stoner 
direct impingement-driven (or DI) and the Gas-Piston Driven ones (further split between Long-Stroke and Short-Stroke 
piston-driven). The PWS decided to hedge their bets, and they offer ALL of the above. The MK1 features innovative (for 
ARs) Long-Stroke piston layout, in which the piston and operating rod are rigidly connected to the bolt carrier. That might 
seem novel for the AR – but it has been time-proven in, e.g. the AK system, not to mention such classics as the M1 Garand 
rifle. The bolt carrier has a rigid op-rod attached at the top of the usual gas key. Piston of various lengths are attached to 
it, depending on the gas system dimension. This makes the AK and PWS gas systems barely identical in comparison. The 
detachable PWS piston is mandated by the almost unchanged AR system charging handle, which contacts the base of 
the gas key – so the piston has to be removable to attach it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eNVNOHPdHo)
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the bCg  
The bolt carrier group (bolt carrier and bolt) design is 
another PWS differences. What caught my attention at 
the first glance was that the bolt, bolt carrier and pis-
ton (both parts) were finished with a nickel-boron-teflon 
layer. This might seem a vain embellishment, but you’ll 
sure find out the difference after first cleaning. Sure, the 
gas-piston system is inherently cleaner that the DI, but 
it still has to be cleaned once in a while. And cleaning of 
the PWS moving parts thanks to the finish is a breeze: 
just wipe, and that’s it. Pure magic. Additionally, the nick-
el-boron-teflon coating reduces the friction between 
the BCG and upper receiver walls. How’s that for a mere 
embellishment?
The friction is reduced not only by the coating, but by 
careful design, limiting the contact area between the 
parts and the receiver. The rear part of the lower has 
been extended, which makes it a bit heavier – which 
reduces the recoil and allows the parts to reciprocate 
more fluently.

gAs regulAtor  
PWS rifles are also fitted with a 4-position as regula-
tor. Each position governs which amount of gas is bled 
out of the barrel to propel the piston: one may open the 
valve if the bolt carrier is not sufficiently blown back, 
or conversely – shut it, when the recoil is too powerful. 
The gas regulator is set or stripped with a small tool, in-
cluded with the rifle – but it can be replaced with a tip of 
the .223 round. In those countries, where suppressors 
are civilian-legal, the gas regulator would be even more 
useful. Me – I mostly just keep my paws off it. It was set 
to an optimum position for shooting with my prevalent 
ammunition choice (Barnaul) and I plan to touch it again, 
when I change the ammo – which is fat chance, so far. 
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bArrel  
The barrel is made of top-notch materials, chrome-lined and 
finished with a QPQ® layer to enhance hardness and corro-
sion resistance. The PWS people have designed the barrel 
contour so as to make it weight-neutral, and avoid balance 
influencing the accuracy. The rifling pitch is 1-in-8 inch, be-
ing the universal pitch fitting most popular .223/5.56 civilian 
ammo types.  

trigger 
If you buy a new rifle, it features an Advanced Combat Trig-
ger (ACT) by ALG Defence. This is a good combat trigger, flu-
ent with a crisp break. This was achieved by careful finish-
ing and polishing of all working surfaces, and in no small part 
due to HardLubing (finishing the surfaces with nickel-boron, 
then teflon coating). The hammer and trigger are made out of 
8620 steel, the disconnector out of 1070 carbon steel, while 
the springs are all made out of stainless steels. The shape 
of all parts are identical with the regular trigger group, which 
gives ACT a similar reliability – plus allows easy replacing with 
a better match-grade trigger group, which I did.
The hammer spring is powerful enough to set off any primer, 
including hard military types – yet mild enough to avoid prim-
er piercing. 
The trigger weight is around 3 kilograms (30 N), which is just 
right for a combat trigger.

Muzzle deviCes  
Different models have different muzzle devices – one of the 
best in the whole PWS lineup is the FSC 556, combining muz-
zle jump compensator with flash hider. The reality proves that 
the FSC minimizes not only muzzle jump, but recoil as well, 
while the muzzle flash is almost nullified. All that – and FSC is 
compatible with Gemtech sound moderators, to boot. 
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The cycling of the rifle is very pleasant – despite gas piston, recoil is quite mild. The weapon is easily controllable, even 
in rapid fire. Of course the difference between that and DI rifles is still discernible, but PWS compares favorably with 
all other gas-piston AR rifles.

As far as field-stripping and maintenance, it is fairly standard, no magic at all. Cleaning is easy thanks to the coatings 
I wrote about earlier on.

As to the modification potential, PWS are very easy to improve upon – again, as much as any other AR. PWS made a 
good basic rifle, and there are tons of stuff one can use to customize the sound base.
As for accuracy, I’m not an expert. I rarely ever shoot at 100 meters, not to mention longer distances. For mostly 
close-range “tacticool” shooting I consider it accurate enough. At 100 meters, when I’m forced to shoot that far, I can’t 
complain either. The groups are really close, and I do not consider myself a sniper at all.

User ImpressIons
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My Mods    
Here’s a list of customizing modifications that I introduced into my PWS rifles over these two years. All of these changes were purely for personalization, and they do not mean that the replaced original components were wanting in anything.
1. pistol grip – I used bCM Mod 0, which I’m a big fan of; it has a definitely better angle for me, and gives me much more comfort in handling the weapon. 
2. buttstocks – my original MOE stock had a degree of play that I was unhappy with, so I replaced it with a b5 systems sopMod Enhanced, offering a super-comfortable cheek-piece and a watertight battery compartment.
3. safety / fire selector – I have replaced the original with the Battle Arms Developement AMbi safety selector, with a bit differently shaped paddles.
4. i put the b.A.d. lever  – battery Assist device – on the bolt hold open paddle, mostly to enable easier one-handed bolt arresting for jam clearing.
5. trigger – geissele sd-e super dynamic ja strengthened, two-stage, non-adjustable trigger with total trigger pull of 2.25 kg in stages of 1.25 + 1.0 kg. The SD-E is characterized by a straight trigger blade and short, clearly 
                     discernible reset.
5. Compensator – despite my very high opinion about the FSC compensator I decide to replace it with surefire Mb-556 with a Surefire Warden mounted (for enhanced cool factor).  
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MAlfunCtions And breAkAges   
For a very long time I had a zero-malfunction run with my PWS, even though I reduced maintenance to a bare minimum. 
The first (and so far only) breakage appeared at round count 2500: thorough cleaning has revealed a crack in the piston at 
the operating rod junction. The rifle was still under warranty so I turned it in, and the cause was identified as caking the gas 
regulator valve with carbon. I do confess that 95% of the ammo I put through that gun was dirt-cheap Russian Barnaul – 
which is “medium-quality ‘economy’ ammunition” to save worse expletives. According to the manual and videos provided 
by the manufacturer, I shouldn’t worry about the regulator until ca. 5000 mark – seems they did not take Barnaul into 
consideration. Other than this one breakage slash malfunction, which was repaired quite fast, I had zero other technical 
problems. 



Tdi Arms Accessories 
To Pimp-Up Your AK
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Tdi Arms Accessories 
To Pimp-Up Your AK

AKs are a bit like potato chips or cats – one always says “I only need 
one”. And you start by buying a wood stocked Mikhail Timofeyevich 
Classic, and you say: The Rifle is Fine, no need for plastic-gadgety 
embellishments.

BY: PIoTR WAleRysIAK
PHOTO: IKeM, MIChAł sITARsKI
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Then you go out shooting once, twice and suddenly 
you are no longer that much sure that ‘the rifle is fine’ 
– somehow this and that seems like it would use a bit 
of tweaking, after all. So you buy another one, while 
they’re cheap, and start to plan your campaign. You 
may either go the whole hog and create an all-metal 
encased Frankenstein monster, or conversely, feath-
erweight it and make it svelte. Yeah, all right, that’s 
one thing you are NOT going to get out of an AK or a 
clone – but you get my point: “light mod”-style.

Been there – done that, and now that I’m stuck with 
a bunch of AKs (milled receiver version of what the 
ever-knowing-better Americans christened the 
‘AK-47’) and AKMs (stamped receiver version there-
of), when the Polish distributor of the Tdi Arms, the 
Sprzetmilitarny.pl proposed us two mod sets to test 
and evaluate, I gobbled them both and put them on my 

guns. One was 
for the ‘all-inclusive’ (or Frankenstein) mode, while 
the other was bare-bones ‘essentials-only’ (or ‘light-
mod’). In this Part 1 we are going to focus on that lat-
ter.

The Host
The host to put all stuff onto was the AKMS 
stamped receiver underforder by Fabryka Broni 
in Radom, civilianized by the Warsaw’s Top Gun 
company. Top-quality firearm as far as AKs go, ele-
gantly blued, and with classic wooden handguards. 
Departing from that, I started to put the bells and 
whistles on it.

The Stock Adapter
As I mentioned, the host was an underfolder, and 
this kind of stock was not the particular success 
as far as the assault rifle stocks go. No need to 
waste too many words listing its wrongs – just 
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go get yourselves one, and go shooting. One mag-
azineful would be enough to develop an urge to 
replace it with something better. Until lately this 
urge gone mostly unheeded. Even today there’s 
no other recipe except for the CAA which offers 
the AR stock adapter for underfolder receiver. The 
adapter in question is a U-shaped affair you have 
to put into the original openings for the MP-40 
style underfolding stock. Be warned though, that 
this change calls for dexterity and advanced skills 
from the prospective modifier. You need to field 
strip the rifle, and unscrew the pistol grip, and 
then you’d need a pin punch and a hammer. Yes, 
a real wooden stem-mounted blunt weapon, not 
your plastic-rubber assembly mallet. And – you’ll 
need to put the rifle in a vise, as further operations 
would need use of both hands, plus a certain lev-
el of brute force. Forget your Lego-esque Modern 
Sporting Rifles – welcome to the real world of AK: 
a real rifle for real men. Now that we know what 
we need and we have steeled our wits for direct 
action, it’s the time to hammer out the pins, dis-
card the folding fiasco and assemble the AR-stock 
adapter. Good advice: treat all screws with a bit 
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of blue Loctite, to avoid their working themselves 
out and giving you an ever increasing wobble. 

The Stock 
Choosing the stock, one has to remember that the 
buffer tube delivered with the adapter is of ‘com-
mercial spec’ – so the ‘mil-spec’ stocks would prob-
ably not fit. We were given a Tdi Arms adjustable 
cheek-piece stock, so we installed that. The stock 
itself (except for the cheek-piece) is very rugged, and 
has six positions. The bottom-mounted release lever 
holds each position very securely, and does not al-
low the stock to move other than by shooter’s intent. 
The butt plate is made of thick rubber, giving a posi-
tive traction and a degree of recoil-absorption. Trying 
to compare it to the original underfolding stock is 
like comparing a wooden stool with a rocking office 
armchair.

The stock has an internal stowage for e.g. four CR 
123 batteries, the quasi-standard tactical light and/
or red dot sight cell. The front and rear part of the 
stock also has the QD sling attachment points. That’s 
a very nice touch, universal solution for all sling var-
iations, be it a one- or two attachment point model.

The adjustable cheek-piece is a very good idea, for 
the new stock’s comb is much lower than the orig-
inal one, and one would lose cheek weld entirely 
without one – especially with the red dot on. So the 
idea is sound, but the execution leaves a bit to desire. 
The cheek riser is slid to a position and held there 
with a large knob on the right side of the stock. At 
least in theory, because in my case the cheek-piece 
tended to work loose after some shooting. I almost 
wrought the offending nut trying to keep it from 
working loose – but to no avail. But perhaps I have 
just my usually clod-handed self to blame. 



The Pistol Grip
Once the stock adapter is installed, one can restore 
the pistol grip to its usual position. Of course – not 
the original brown-plastic monstrosity, but the Tdi 
UPG: a very interesting design with exchangeable 
back- and front-straps, enabling to tailor the cir-
cumference of the grip to one’s hand. The whole 
grip is ergonomically shaped, rubber over-mold-
ed, with distinctive finger grooves. Its front notch 
blends in with the trigger guard to additionally lock 
the entire grip into place – reducing the lateral 
movement and forces trying to wrench it sideways. 
The grip angle is comfortable and quite natural, so 
operating the safety causes no discomfort or trou-
ble. There is a tiny stowage space in the bottom of 
the grip as well – even though fitting there anything 
but a few bundled banknotes or a small string-bag 
of diamonds might be a serious challenge.  

The Handguards 
Now that we dumped most relics of the Soviet 
era, the time has come for the handguards. The 
classic plywood furniture was replaced with a set 
of Tdi LHV-47: a set of two hard-plastic molded 
handguards. The assembly is brick-simple – just 
take the original furniture off and replace them 
with LHVs using the original latches and supports. 
The only problem spot that might need some 
brute force is the stripping of the upper hand-
guard / gas tube assembly. You need to clamp 
the gas tube in a vise or similar implement, and 
rotate the wooden part 180 degrees to clear the 
U-shaped channels in the gas tube, then screw 
back the plastic replacement from the LHV-47 set. 
The new handguards have Picatinny rails all along 
the top of the upper and for 3/4 of the bottom of 
the lower handguard. Then, almost as an after-
thought, there are two side rails as well, but very 
short, with only one slot each. With these four rails, 
one can (theoretically) configure the rifle any way 
one wants: put sights: red dots, BUIS, optics, NV, 
you-name-it, on top, add tac-lights or lasers on the 
sides, then put foregrip or even bipod underneath.

The LVH-47 handguards seem to 
be quite simple, 
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and so they are in fact. Plus they’re an ideal replace-
ment for the obsolete wooden furniture, offer bet-
ter grip, better thermal insulation for one’s hand, 
while at the same time better ventilation for the 
hot barrel itself. And they are mounted rock-solid 
on the rifle – perhaps even better than the original 
handguards. 

The Magazine Release Lever

As the original magazine release is riveted to the 
rifle, and the set is said to be a ‘no fitting required’, 
the Tdi’s solution to improve the lever functionality 
is to add a little plastic gadget that one slips onto 
the original lever and blocks with a small set-screw. 
In reality, as ‘not all AK mag-release levers were 

created equal’ the assembly may need a little filing 
or delicate persuasion with a hammer – but still it 
was relatively easy. In theory the plastic extension 
is to enable releasing the mag with a trigger fin-
ger – yet in reality it takes more than a little train-
ing and sheer brawns in the said finger to achieve. 
Yet, with the extension fitted, it is much easier to 
release the magazine with a thumb of a support 
hand – but forget about the ‘Spetsnaz–Bump’ 
(sliding the fresh mag alongside the trigger guard 
until it bumps into the release lever and flips the 
empty magazine out). 

The plastic extension is devoid of sharp edges – 
while the original metal lever was sometimes able 
to cut the finger to the bone in a dynamic reload. 
All in all, the small plastic gadget is far more than a 
cosmetic detail – not an embellishment, but a real 
enhancement as well.

The Selector Lever 
The side mounted selector lever (or just safety in 
a semi-auto civilian-legal rifle) was in my hum-
ble opinion, the worst part of the AK/AKM rifle. 
Compared to AR-15 and other modern rifles, it 
takes forever and a day to take the rifle off safety, 
shoot and safe again. To improve its performance, 
I have mail-ordered the lever with a thumb shelf 
and a notch to hook the retracted bolt handle into 
it. Such a safety lever (shelf plus notch) is fitted to 
the Polish military Beryl rifles, but in America (and 
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thus elsewhere) it was made famous by the Krebs 
Custom. The knock-off part I purchased was WAY 
cheaper than both Beryl or Krebs levers, but is still a 
high quality one. Theoretically the installation does 
not require fitting, but in reality one must remem-
ber that the Polish-converted semi-only AKs have 
a welded full-auto block, which sometimes gets 
in the way of the lever, requiring some individual 

fitting. Also, the bolt handle notch angle is a bit too 
tame (but on the other hand: if one makes it too 
aggressive, it would require both hands to release), 
so sometimes the bolt gets released from any small 
bump – even from just resting it aside on a bipod! 

The Compensator  
The original AK muzzle device (slanted nut) is so 
borderline efficient, that anything one puts instead 
would markedly improve the output. The compen-
sator we were offered is rugged, has two baffles 
and additional holes on the top. Actually, we got 
three of these, of which one we were unable to 
screw on all the way – perhaps something was 
wrong with the thread. But anyway, it could be 
screwed on enough to let the muzzle thread latch 
rod catch, and it was working. Disassembly would 
take a vise and some brute force, but so far it’s a 
keeper. It works very well, enhances the weapon’s 
control, especially in rapid firing – double-taps or 
triple-taps.
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The Pimped-Up AK In Action
After several weeks of utilizing the ‘light-mod’ set 
on my AK, I think I can share some remarks.

First of all – it really is very simple to install and 
needs almost no fitting. Some basic tools are 
needed (hammer!) as well as basic knowledge of 
the weapon’s design – but with these one can re-
ally install them all. There was a fair bit of trouble 
with the stock adapter fitting, but no big deal, re-
ally. After we have slapped on all these mods, the 
gruff AK is gruff no more, and starts to evolve into 
something much more handy. It won’t make it 
an AR-15 (no amount of tweaking can change the 

rifle’s DNA that much), but it becomes much more 
user friendly than the original host used to be.

The stock is excellent, with a comfortable rubber 
pad and almost in-line, parallel to the barrel at 
last. The adjustable cheek-piece helps especially 
with a red dot sight on – the cheek-weld can be 
obtained and held.

The red dot sight is to be put onto the new up-
per handguard – for some it might be too far for 
comfort, but as long as the sight is non-magnified, 
one can get used to. Some shooters even prefer to 
have their sights that far. The plastic handguards 
are robust and rock-solid, offer better grip and ef-
ficient heat management. 
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The Tdi set might not be the cheapest – but for it 
is worth every penny spent.

The Parting Shot
The original primitive AKs have something going 
for them, and it behooves every rifleman to have 
at least one in original condition in one’s armory. 

If one’s not a collector, then just for what scientific 
researchers call ‘establishing of threshold value’ – 
i.e. to compare against better rifles (including the 
enhanced AKs), just to appreciate the improve-
ments. And speaking of improvements – even 
the Tdi’s ‘light mod’ set offers enough of these to 
make them fully worthwhile.
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SOF DELTACUP 2016 ChALLEngE

On 17-18th May 2016 near Krakow, Poland the 
elite SOF Delta Cup 2016 shooting challenge was 
hosted. The event, under auspicious of Polish SOF 
Commander were dedicated for military and law 
enforcement special units and teams only.
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SOF DELTACUP 2016 ChALLEngE

By: POLSOCOM PR Team

Photo: Marek Strzalkowski, KWS
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„SOF Delta Cup 2016” 
“I am extremely happy to see many familiar faces here. It is very motivating to know that the formula of challenge founded by 
COL Drumowicz (the CO of AGAT POLSOF unit) is successfully developing and more and more competitors are coming here – 
 the COL Pietras, POLSOF deputy commander, said during the opening ceremony.  

The challenge was... challenging as it required remarkable shooting skills from the soldiers and law enforcement officers to 
qualify. The number of teams and individuals was extremely limited as every branch or service could only send two teams. Total 
21 teams were on the ground from a dozen different branches. Most POLSOF units were present plus policemen from Katowice 
and Krakow Police SWAT (Polish: SPAP) teams, CBSP, two Border Guard teams, team from Treasure Department plus retired 
operators now acting in the “Szturman” (English: Assaulter) Foundation of Former Military & Law Enforcement Members.

According to the earlier announcements, the novelty in 2016 
edition was a night time team shooting which raised the bar. 
Competitors had to complete multiple different shooting stag-
es, both individual and in pairs, with two guns (pistol and SMG) 
and, of course, in full gear. Targets were different – static and 
moving, paper and metal. Stances – all you can imagine. 
Accuracy and the completion time were most important. The 

unfavorable stances and tactical conditions were increasing 
the difficulties. The shooting stages were build in similar man-
ner to the IPSC ones but the rules were more “tactical” - stay 
behind the cover (75% of the body must be behind the cover) 
and working in buddy-teams was required. So, the communi-
cations and close distance between each of team members 
had to be maintained.
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The official closing ceremony was held in night, same time 
as most of the SOF work is done. When handing the prizes 
for the winners, COL Pietras highlighted that competing 
between services allows for more and more direct contacts 
between the operators, so they could understand each oth-
er better. 

                   SOF Delta Cup 2016 winner (individual) was oper-
ator from FORMOZA Naval Special Warfare Unit. The sec-
ond place was taken by officer from Ministry of Treasure 
tactical unit and the third one by member of “Szturman” 
Foundation. In the teams category the CWKS Legia was 
winner, second place was taken by SPAP Katowice SWAT 
team and third by NIL SOF unit. The main prize was 
POLSOF Commander Cup

What should be highlighted, in 2015 edition first place was 
taken by SPAP Katowice (in both team and individual cat-
egory). The soldiers from NIL unit can be happy from their 
success – in 2015 they were forth.

The SOF Delta Cup 2016 shooting challenge was hosted by 
POLSOF, NIL SOF unit based in Krakow, the Special Forces 
Club and Dynamic Shooting Association from Krakow. 
Supporting party was two military sport clubs.

Participants of challenge are stressing out that such com-
petitions have strong impact on one mission one team 
mindset and they are enabling the integration of different 
elite teams. The next edition is already in the works.
- The SOF Delta Cup are excellent opportunity and best 
ground for common knowledge sharing between services 
and the competition itself integrates the community. It is 
also a great promotion of Special Forces are the core of the 
current members is coming from other services – says COL 
Marian Paraniak from POLSOCOM, responsible for hosting 
the event. Maybe, in the future, so teams from outside of 
Poland will come to join us.
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On 8-11 March 2016 in Warsaw, 
Poland the forced entry workshops 
for law enforcement services 
were held. Workshops were 
organized by tactical team of Polish 
CBSP (Police Central Bureau of 
Investigation) . The core subject 
of the event were techniques, 
tactics and procedures of use of 
the breaching equipment plus TC3 
elements. The BOR or Government 
Protection Bureau also sent tactical 
team to take part in the training.

BY: MaTylda SzalaTy
PHOTO: BOR
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The workshops started with the theory – instruc-
tors briefly explained the methods of overcoming 
possible barricades and obstacles, movement of 
the fireteams in narrow corridors, stairways inc-
luding CQB drills which are imperative during such 
operations. Next phase was familiarization with the 
gear, mechanical breaching equipment, hydraulic 
breaching equipment, buzz saws and shotgun bre-
aching rounds. Since the training object was loca-
ted in the center of city, breaching explosives were 
not part of the game.

After theoretical part, officers were split to the te-
ams and started to train basic breaching training 
– it was focused on the different doors opening 
and the main tools were rams and hooligan tools. 
This “foreplay” had shown that even simple doors 
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to someone's flat could stop the entering team 
for a while even if they have some tools on their 
backs. Rugged and reinforced anti-theft doors are 
real problem that tactical teams could face on the-
ir way for a bad guy. Breaching rounds, hydraulic 
breaching tools and even buzz saws are necessary 
to breach. But this time everyone was prepared for 
such obstacles.
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Later on, the bar was raised, and the ope-
rators had to conduct some simple tra-
ining missions which were tests of the 
skills, movement and communications 
between team members. The final part 
of the training was conduction a full-scale 
operation with scenario were the hosta-
ges were taken and bad guys were holding 
them in the high-story building. During 
this force-on-force scenario, operators 
were using the breaching equipment, fla-
shbangs and FX marking munition. The 
situation was intentionally complicated 
because of the lacking intel about location 
and amount of the hostages inside the 

building. Building itself has very compli-
cated interriors which were not helpful at 
all. The scenario included situations were 
team members could be wounded during 
the operation and the rest of the team had 
to provide him first aid and exfil him out of 
the building.
The techniques and procedures trained 
during workshops for sure had strong po-
sitive impacts on the skills of the opera-
tors and  allowed to match them between 
different units. This will have great impor-
tance during the incomin NATO Summit in 
Warsaw and World Youth Day in Krakow 
this summer.
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Author: Orfeusz Malinowski Photo: KM UT, FRAG OUT!
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Urban Tactics (UT) is a combined Krav Maga 
and firearms training conducted in urban 
environment. The core of UT is the training in 
the situations maximally close to the real  life 
scenarios that we may get into, learning how to 
handle with such situations under excessive 
stress, learning the skills how to use own 
weapons, as well as weapons retrieved from the 
opponents.
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Krav maga (in Hebrew „contact combat”) tis a self-defense system created by imi LicHtenfeLd. It derives from the 
Israeli military hand-to-hand combat system, which has been successfully used by the army and special forces. Later on, it 
was adjusted to civilian life requirements. To this day, it has been developed in both military and civilian versions, under the 
supervision of one of the first students of the Lichtenfeld himself, eyaL yaniLov, who has the highest rank in this system 
(Master level 3, Expert level 8).
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Krav maga (in Hebrew „contact combat”) tis a self-defense system created by imi LicHtenfeLd. It derives from the 
Israeli military hand-to-hand combat system, which has been successfully used by the army and special forces. Later on, it 
was adjusted to civilian life requirements. To this day, it has been developed in both military and civilian versions, under the 
supervision of one of the first students of the Lichtenfeld himself, eyaL yaniLov, who has the highest rank in this system 
(Master level 3, Expert level 8).

Krav maga is based on natural reactions, connecting 
simplicity and efficiency, so that it may be used by 
anyone, regardless the gender, age, or physique. Krav 
maga was designed to deal with the most extreme threats 
(confrontation with many opponents, an attacker with a 
knife, a gun, or other dangerous tool, as well as kidnap 
attempt, or a hostage situation). 

Everyone who trains and regularly works up a good sweat 
at the  hall thinks what would be their reaction, if they 
encountered a similar situation on the street. What would 
be their level of stress, would they manage to stay cool 
and overcome the challenge when there is a real opponent 
(not a friend from the gym), and the danger to health or 
life rapidly increases. It must be highlighted that it is not 
about the eagerness to experience the confrontation, 
but about building confidence and motivation for further 
development.



I have been attending trainings at the school kravmaga-system.pl, established in the Krav maga global. The 
instructors  try to make the trainings more interesting by organizing theme based seminars, such as Urban Tactics. 
I have had the pleasure to participate in four editions and each one was a good dose of practical skills, as well as 
the verification of abilities to act under stress conditions.

Project Ut is organized by instructors Jacek walczak (expert level 3) and Piotr walerysiak (graduate level 5, 
shooting instructor). The course is on professional level at each stage of the course and the participants may 
work with fire arms in a controlled and safe way.
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As I have already mentioned, Ut is to recreate threats in urban environment, but each edition has is own major theme. 
So far, those were: dangerous situations in public transportation, narrow rooms with limited visibility, dangerous 
situations in a car or near a car, and protection of persons, meaning situations in which the priority is to secure our 
relatives (an exemplary scenario included a blackmailer with a knife or a gun, at a car park, when there is your child 
in the back sit of your car).Training consists of several stages. The first stage includes safety procedures concerning 
handling with guns, dry-firing classes and an introductory shooting part devoted to the basic knowledge and skills 
within the scope of handling a gun.

Next stage is a training in Krav Maga techniques devoted to the general topic, which is the main theme, and another 
shooting classes (also theme-based). instructors build realism of situations both by forming real-like threats, as 
well as by using professional training equipment. Students have access to training knives, guns, batons, shields, 
shooting dummies, paper and metal targets.

The last and the most part of the seminars is the „obstacle course”, on which the participant of the course verifies his 
or her level of training and the ability to work under pressure. It is a thorough summary including all the techniques 
learned during the course. The participant has to pass through a particular route on which many attackers provoke 
various problems and threats. The final part is the shooting stage on which the participant must show his or her 
efficiency and coolness, despite fatigue and stress.

By offering variety of each training, the instructors encourage participants to take part in future editions. That is why 
we also had a special edition for advanced participants. That training was for people who had their own weapons 
and it concerned a situation in which the participants would have to use those weapons.

Apart from practicing fighting or shooting techniques, such trainings allow a sort of familiarization with extremely 
dangerous situations, so that when they occur in reality, it will be something known to you and you won’t panic. 
People practicing such scenarios have a great chance to handle a real dangerous situation, take successful actions, 
or be preventive and avoid the threat, which is the principle of the civilian version of Krav maga.



What is more, from the shooting aspect, such trainings should be obligatory for anyone who would 
like to carry a gun on daily basis (concealed carry). One needs to be aware that trainings at a shooting 
range (static stance, dynamic stance, IPSC/IPDA) are treated as sport with rules and principles, and 
the targets do not pose a threat to the shooter – just like combat sport will never fully resemble 
the realism of a street fight, sport shooting will never resemble a situation, when you must use real 
weapons (that I hope you will avoid).
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By: Spartanat.com

„In die Berg bin i gern...” (Eng. I like to be in the mountains). This is not 
only a refrain of an Austrian folk song; it is also the commitment of all 
mountaineers, who passionately deal with rock and ice. 
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In FRAG OUT! #06 there was an article about hearing 
protection by one of the guys from our local 3M branch. Now, 
it is time to follow up this subject and introduce the hearing 
protection devices types available in the market.

Protect Your Hearing! 
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Protect Your Hearing! 
Overview of Solutions, 

Part 1
AUTHOR: Michał SitarSki

PHOTO: FraG OUt!
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Fortunately, the times when you went to the shoot-
ing range just as you stood, without any special 
preparation, and it had no meaning if it was an open 
or closed shooting range, a civilian or “uniformed” 
one are gone. Now, protecting your eye and hearing 
is a standard and an obligation – human organs are 
good, but they have a disadvantage that they do not 
regrow… Sometimes you can still see attempts to 
bypass these requirements (for instance, putting the 
hearing protectors on the helmet, not under it – (you 
can find such photos), but these are rare cases and 
generally rather strongly stigmatized. 

Sometimes, on this occasion an economic argument 
is mentioned, but it is totally baseless. That is true, 
that you can purchase active hearing protectors with 
a connection to two radios for more than $1000 each 
and $200 goggles, but it is equally possible to spend 
one hundred or less, if you make some efforts, for 
the eye and hearing protection (effective!).

Let’s have a look at the hearing protectors which are 
available in the market – it is not a test, but only the 
first part of the overview of the available solutions. 
The tests will be performed later. ;)

One more note – in the case of the in-ear hearing 
protectors, the individual traits are very important. 
I know people who can wear the in-ear hearing pro-
tectors for many hours, but the others began to freak 
out after wearing it in their ears for 15 minutes. This 
is life, and everybody must check it up by himself 
what is not tolerated by his organism. 

All in-ear hearing protectors have one, common ad-
vantage – they do not interfere in any manner with 
the protective goggles. Unfortunately, a part of them 
(these more complex) also has one, common disad-
vantage – they may whistle in the wind what can be 
annoying.  

Let’s start.
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9 mm rounds
Yes, especially among the old shooters, mainly with 
a duty past, you can meet persons who use this 
substitute. To tell you the truth, I personally used 
such a protection during my military service be-
cause an alternative consisted in… nothing. In the 
best case you could find the devastated protectors 
for the “jackhammer” (you know, such gray, with the 
earmuffs made from the oil-cloth), which were fair-
ly average.Regrettably, an ammunition used as the 
earplugs has more disadvantages than advantages. 
It is not a hygienic solution, and in the extreme case 
also lead to the irritations, inflammatory condi-
tions or allergic reactions. The rounds pushed into 

the ears are slightly stable, and sound attenuation, 
which is from an assumption particularly not good, 
in 100% depends on the size of the ear canal.A level 
of attenuation - not measurable.

After static shooting these “protectors” are placed 
in the ear somehow, but during the dynamic shoot-
ings their falling out is only a matter of time, and 
consequently it may lead to either hearing impair-
ment (if a shooter decides to continue shooting) or 
an accident (if a shooter tries to correct a position 
of such an “earplug” with a hand in which he holds a 
weapon). We decidedly advise against.

PPE



Wax ear plugs out of the box and forming Packaging, instructions and wrapped in tissue 
paper strips wax

Wax earplugs ( MWD-11)
The oldest earplugs that I know. You can purchase 
them nearly in every drugstore – cheap as chips. 
Theoretically you can use them many times. They are 
made from cotton soaked in the wax mixture, paraf-
fin and petrolatum with an addition of coloring agent. 
Packed in the longitudinal, hermetic package made of 
the silver foil, inside additionally wrapped in a piece of 
lignin. They have a form of two strips and they look 
like chewing gum. There is sure that they do not have 
sizes.

In order to use these earplugs you must adjust a suita-
ble amount of the mixture (by tearing off a piece from 
the strip, but carefully – a producer forbids to “add” 
again the piece which was torn off due to a possibility 
of its separation in the ear canal). Then by pressing 
down you are to warm them and mold a plug from 
them, which is then introduced to the ear canal. In 
the case of the MWD-11 plugs an attenuation level is 
equal to SNR 26 dB (H=29, M=22, L=20). They attenu-
ate really well and there is no reason to worry about 

hearing impairment. Unluckily, they cause that we 
hear worse all sounds – also speech sounds so you 
have to speak louder in order to be heard by a person 
with the earplugs.

Theoretically, the earplugs can be used many times 
until they are dirty. In reality, they will be dirty proba-
bly after the first shooting, and moreover – who would 
take with him a piece of cotton soaked with soft wax 
which was taken out from the ear, and worth about 
half a buck?  

Their disadvantage, rather significant, consists in a 
scope of their temperature sensitivity – when there is 
frosty, molding a plug can take some time, and after 
inserting it into the ear,  an external part of the plug 
hardens what is rather unpleasant. 

After all: they can be used as the emergency 

disposal earplugs.
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Foam ear plugs The plug prior to formation of and ready to be 
inserted into the ear

Polymer foam earplugs

Probably the most popular earplugs – they can be 
found practically everywhere: in the wall-mounted dis-
pensers in the workplaces, shooting ranges, transport 
aircrafts, as well as on my wife’s night table (I snore 
so much).

Made from polyurethane foam with an addition of 
elastomer they have a shape of a suppository or an 
ordinary roller. You can also find the earplugs with an 
ornament and joined by a vinyl line. They are usually 
in the vibrant colors.  In the majority of cases they can 
be bought in the collective packages per 200 or more 
pairs. They are produced in one size that fits all.

In order to use the earplug you must squeeze it in your 
fingers, and then insert into the ear canal. After insert-
ing you have to wait several seconds until a piece of 
foam expands fulfilling the ear canal. After that they 
are ready to work. 

An attenuation level of the foam earplugs reaches 
even up to the SNR of 39 dB and the NRR of 28-33 
dB (lower in the case of the rollers, and higher for the 
suppositories).

Generally, the foam earplugs are reusable – when they 
are dirty you may wash them with a soap and leave 
them to dry (but not on the hot heater). These con-
nected by a cord encourage to reuse them, single ones 
are rather binned after one use. A temperature has no 
significant impact on their usage – it could be mini-
mally more difficult to mold them when there is frost 
and fitting them into the ear canal may take a little bit 
longer time, but these differences are not great. 

They are very often used together with the earmuffs 
as an additional protection which increases attenua-
tion (it can be seen, e. g., in Jerry Miculk’s movies).

The very fine, cheap and effective hearing protec-
tors.
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Foam headband, which the triumph of form over 

Banded foam earplugs
It is an enhanced version of the previously described 
rollers and suppositories. Intended for reuse, equipped 
with a headband therefore you can wear them with a 
headband on the shoulders, at the back of the head, 
on the head or under the chin. They consists of the 
flexible, plastic headband (straight or with the reclin-
ing ends) and the in-ear plugs in the various shapes 
– from the mushrooms (the least effective) to the so-
phisticated suppositories. Price range: $3-10.

The earplugs can be removed for washing or in order 
to exchange for the new ones or such which differs 
with a shape.An attenuation level is very different 
and depends on exclusively on the used earplugs 
– the ranges are practically the same as for the or-
dinary, foam earplugs excluding mushrooms, which 

are characterized by the SRR of 25 dB (H=30, M=21, 
L=18) and the NRR of 17 dB. What is important – a 
level of attenuation changes depending on the man-
ner of wearing a headband. It is worth to have a look 
into their user’s manual or at the web side of the con-
cerned manufacturer, to get to know which values it 
indicates for the respective manners of wearing them. 
From my point of view – slightly stable, especially with 
regard to the dynamic shooting. 

To tell you the truth, it is rather a triumph of form 
over substance. The foam earplugs are only the foam 
earplugs – you use them, and when they get dirty 
you throw them out. For $10 you can buy the simple 
earmuffs, and for $20 – very decent industrial Peltor 
earmuffs. But they work, it is a fact. 
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Silicone plugs transport packaging Very good ear which
advertising gadget

Silicon earplugs

Really reusable, they are even an equipment of many 
armed forces (an as such an equipment in the appropri-
ate transport containers). The most often they are made 
from silicon rubber and their resemble a fir tree (on av-
erage it has from two up to four levels) with their shape. 
Less common are more complex shapes, for instance 
similar to a bean. They are available as separate, connect-
ed by a binder or a vinyl line, and in the most enhanced 
form, they are also combined with a retractor attached 
inside the helmet (crash helmet) or a cap. They are also 
found as an integral element of the “shooter’s” caps (then 
they are placed in the special side pockets of the cap and 
joined with them by a binder) or even goggles (!). They 
are a very popular advertising gadget of the companies 
from the defense industry or those who are involved in 
the manufacturing of the OHS equipment. 

They cost from a few to several zloty (depending on the 
manufacturer and additional equipment, such as, for in-
stance a carrying case), not considering a version with 
the bells and whistles (for example, with a retractor) or 
intended for the motorcyclists or drummers (which cost 
huge money, e.g. $25  since they are “specialized”).

A NRR level of attenuation fits into a range from 22 to 
maximally 29 dB (SRR 22 – 32dB).

The earplugs are maintained easily – water and soap are 
enough. They are practically 

indestructible. Theoretically their “one size fits all”, but 
the earplugs in different sizes work better (the most com-
monly they have three sizes: small, medium and large), 
which can be better fit to the size of the ear canal there-
fore they attenuate more effectively and are less interfer-
ing when you wear them. 

Their usage is trivially simple, they practically do not re-
act to the temperature changes. Equipped with a carrying 
case/container, they may be a part of the  EDC stuff. They 
can be used as an additional protection when wearing 
the earmuffs. 

What is interesting – the earplugs of these type are some-
times used during practicing water sports disciplines as 
a protection against filing the ear with water. 

Furthermore, their value for money is very good – they 
are decidedly worth to recommend them. 
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Semi-active earplugs
The in-ear earplugs which are a development version 
of the simple silicone earplugs. A step towards the ac-
tive hearing protectors, equipped with the electronic 
filters. There is no electronic used in the design of the 
semi-active earplugs, and the selected sound frequen-
cies are damped due to an application of the laws of 
physics. 

A hart of the semi-active earplugs is a filter in the form 
of the channel situated inside the earplug. A suitably 
selected diameter of a hole causes that sounds with 
an intensity level which may be a potential thread for 
hearing are cut off, and there are transmitted only 
harmless sounds, for instance speech environmental 
sounds (up to a certain level of intensification). The 
earplugs offer a possibility to be turned off  the filter 
and then you can use them as the ordinary silicone 
inserts described above.

The semi-active earplugs are most often made of sili-
cone what greatly facilitates their maintenance – they 
are reusable and they do not belong to the cheapest 

ones. They are also not the exaggeratedly expensive, 
their price fluctuates within the following limits: $10-
20. An average attenuation level of the semi-active 
earplugs is equal to the NRR of 23–25 dB with the 
closed filter (with the opened filter a level of the NRR 
is approximately 7–8 dB). The manufacturers usually 
recommend opening their channel during shooting, 
and closing it in the places where there is continuous, 
burdensome sound (for example, loading a transport 
aircraft). The filter is turned off in the different manner, 
depending on the design of the earplugs. 

The oldest version of the hearing protectors of these 
type – the first model Peltor Combat Arms Earplugs 
(CAE) consists of the two fir trees connected with their 
bases – yellow and green one. The green is a blind 
plug, in the yellow one was made a filter hole. Inserting 
to the ear a suitable end of the earplug gives a possi-
bility to transmit a sound wave through the filter or it 
totally cuts it off. These earplugs are made in one size 
that fits most”.

The third generation of plugs CAE
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The second version of the CAE has a form of the almost 
classic fir tree, the earplugs are additionally joined by a 
line. In the fir tree core there is a channel – filter which 
is opened and closed by means of the disc placed in 
these end of the earplug which protrudes from the ear. 
If the disc is reclined, the channel is opened, and when 
it with its all perimeter adheres to its socket – closed. 
These earplugs are produced in three sizes: small, reg-
ular and large (respectively marked by colors: OD, de-
sert tan, coyote brown).

The third generation of he CAE has a design similar to 
the previous one, but it differs with its details. The disc 
is replaced by the two-arm lever therefore it is easier 
to handle them in the gloves. There is also added a 
flexible tip which arranges in the ear concha and sta-
bilizes the earplug. The third difference consists in re-
placing a link with a binder – in the set are two: black 
and bright yellow (both ended with the loops therefore 
their replacement is trivially simple).  It was also add-
ed a very fine, round carrying case which replaced a 
cardboard envelope. Produced in the following sizes; 
small, medium (equivalent to regular) and large with 
the color markings as in the previous version.

Surefire Sonic Defenders (SEP2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10, 
while the EP2 constitute generally a base for the in-
ear plugs of the communication systems, and the 
EP5, 9 and 10 are the earplugs with a channel which is 
blocked on a permanent basis, that is passive) are also 
the semi-active earplugs, but with slightly different de-
sign. They are also equipped with a mechanical filter 

(channel), but it is blocked with a small cap attached 
to the body. The cap is so small that when inserted to 
the channel without taking out the earplug from the 
ear is nearly impossible and requires really great skills. 
Decidedly, you cannot do this when wearing gloves. 

In order to facilitate an identification of the right and 
left plug, the channel of the right earplug is red. A fir tree 
with 1 to 3 sections, depending on the model consti-
tutes an attenuating element. There are also available 
hearing protectors with the foam earplugs (EP7) with 
the highest attenuation level (28 dB). Sonic Defenders 
are characterized by a very advanced stabilizer which 
should be placed in the ear concha therefore they are 
kept in the ear in a very stable manner. Moreover, you 
can connect to them a link attached on the special 
plug holders. Sonic Defenders are produced in three 
sizes (marked by letters on the stabilizer) and in three 
colors – transparent, black and orange (the EP9 ear-
plugs are only in blue). Each set is delivered in the 
plastic storage case. 

The semi-active in-ear plugs – a very interesting solu-
tion, which ensures a great functional comfort and 
which are a substitute of the active systems. Much 
more better than the ordinary ones, but also clearly 
weaker than hearing protectors with electronics, with 
comparison with which they are a few or several times 
cheaper. 

plugs Surefire
Sonic Defenders

second generation
plugs CAE

The first generation
plugs CAE
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Earmuffs

The basic hearing protectors used at the public, com-
mercial shooting ranges. Cheap, rather comfortable, 
which ensure a fair level of protection and which do not 
require acrobatics when inserting them. Furthermore, 
easy when it comes to maintaining them clean. 

They consist of the flexible headband (in the cheaper 
versions – from plastic, in the more expensive – from 
the flat metal spring, coated by, e.g. plastic) and softly 
padded plastic cups which cover the ear concha. The 
cups are generally filled with sponge with small cells, 
and an insulation level is improved by filling the cup 
cover which adheres to the head. 

They are available in many colors and shapes of the 
cups – those intended for the shooters have even ap-
propriate cuts which facilitate shooting from the long 
guns. Some models (e.g. Peltor Shotgunner) have a 
possibility of folding by putting cups into the head-
band what significantly reduces their size during the 
transport.  

A range of attenuation of the passive hearing protec-
tors is more or less as the SNR of 21–31 dB, depend-
ing on the producer and their design (that is a de facto 
cup size).

Those more round attenuate better, but they also 
may interfere with the butts and generally they make 
shooting more difficult.

You cannot stand anything what is inserted into your 
ear? You don’t have cash to spend money on the ac-
tive hearing protectors because you have just began 
your adventure with shooting? It is a solution for you. 
We started with such, as well. ;) 

A general disadvantage of all passive hearing pro-
tectors is a very hindered use of the cell phones 
– it is eliminated only by the active hearing pro-
tectors about which we will write in the next part 
of the article.

Shooting Complex protectors Peltor
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It is a simplified rating of noise reduction – rating used in the 
European Union countries and its neighboring countries. It deter-
mines in a number an attenuation level which should be ensured 
by a hearing protector. 
The SNR presents rating of protectors considering the noise spec-
trum of the environment in which the protector is to be worn:
H – for high frequencies,
M – for medium frequencies,
L – for low frequencies.
Note! The H, M, L values do not refer to a sound level, but to an 
acoustic spectrum of sound.
For example, a protector marked by SNR 26, H=32, M=23, L=14 
– an estimated attenuation band changes together with a noise 
acoustic spectrum in the environment in which a protector is 
worn. The SNR is a result of the mathematical calculations and 
gives a single attenuation rating of the respective protector for 
the highest percentage of the population.

SNR – Single Number Rating NRR – Noise Reduction Rating 

Noise Reduction Rating  used in the United 
States of America and accepted by the European 
Union countries. It means an approximate level 
of noise reduction obtained due to a protector, 
expressed in dB. A current range of the NRR in 
the United States is from 0 to 33 dB. This rating 
was introduced to use in the United Stated by the 
U.S.  Environmental Protection Agency  (EPA) in 
1979 and now it is marked on all products for he-
aring protection in the United States.

The Noise Reduction Rating indicates an average 
value of attenuation and a standard mean devia-
tion on each of seven frequencies (from  125 Hz 
to 8000 Hz). 

Shooting, folding protectors PeltorIndustrial hearing protection Peltor
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Trail running roots and tactical applications – that is how 

Salomon Forces XA Pro 3D Mid could be described. That 

particular model started the history of Forces – a tactical 

line of footwear by French Salomon, a popular hiking and 

skiing gear manufacturer.

Salomon
Forces

XA Pro 3D Mid
AUTHOR: Bartosz szoŁucha

PHOTO: Bartosz szoŁucha, MichaŁ sitarski, 
saLoMoN
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In 2013, on the request of one company closely co-
operating with US SOF teams, Salomon released a 
special edition of extremely popular XA Pro 3D hik-
ing boot, for elite unites, called Murdered Out”. They 
were same ultra lightweight footwear but complete-
ly black, without any reflective elements and they 
sold out very quickly. That is why someone started 
to think about forming Salomon lineup dedicated 
to military ad law enforcement users which could 
be also a perfect addition to the Arc’teryx LEAF tac-
tical clothing. That was the begining of FORCES line, 
which was described in detail in FRAG OUT! #04 
while one of its models, Quest 4D Forces, appeared 
in FRAG OUT! #07.

Salomon FORCES XA Pro 3D is not one model, but 
four different shoes:

 Ä XA Pro 3D – low-cut hiking boot,

 Ä XA Pro 3D GTX – low-cut boot GORE-TEX 
Performance Comfort membrane,

 Ä XA Pro 3D Mid – a mid-height boot,

 Ä XA Pro 3D Mid GTX – a mid-height boot 
with a GORE-TEX Performance Comfort,
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        DESIGN

At first glance, Salomon 
FORCES XA Pro 3D Mid is 
rugged running sneaker, but 
with a lightweight design. 
However, it is actually a sol-
id workhorse, designed for 
extreme mountain running, 
where shock absorption, bal-
ance, and low weight are the 
factors that make the boot use-
ful. The features of the boot are 
quickly verified in such difficult 
terrain. In the mountains, there 
is just no room for mediocre al-
ternative solutions. 

The upper has an aggressive 
design, giving an attractive look 
(but not only, more info below). 

It is medium height and covers the ankle. It is fully 
made of  combination of anti-debris mesh textile 
and smooth synthetic leather for the upper. This 
combo provides high durability and resistance dam-
ages and, at the same time, proper ventilation and 
quick drying, when boots get soaked. In the variant 
with a GORE-TEX , the mesh has been replaced with 
a waterproof nylon fabric. The boot cuff in the top 
part of the upper has been solidly padded with soft 
foam, thanks to which it perfectly fits to the shape of 
the leg. The inner part has been padded with a mesh. 
The wide, wedge-shaped tongue has been designed 
in a similar way; it fits to the body.

The top part of the back upper has a webbing loop, 
which helps in donning of the shoe, while the heel 
is enforced, which results in better balance. Toes are 
covered with a rubber toe cap that increases protec-
tion of that part.
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SENSIFIT
The lacing system is the popular solution known 
from other Salomon running shoes styles – the 
Quicklace. Standard laces have been replaced with a 
Kevlar cord with a drawstring, which helps in fitting 
the shoes more properly. The unnecessary part of the 
line is hidden in a pocket on the tongue. Quicklace 
is an asymmetrical solution – the right and the left 
shoe differ from one another, just like the right and 
left foot. The system is also faster and more conven-
ient than standard laces, as well as it eliminates the 
main problem: the laces won’t get loose. The laces 
system is connected with an integral element of the 
upper – a solution called Sensifit, which is noticeable 
at first glance in form of aslope zigzag pattern on the 
side of the shoe. They do not only serve as a deco-
rative element – when the user ties laces (the word 

“tightens” would be more accurate), Sensfit 
makes the shoe 

fit to feet on each side and good adherence for the 
whole time. The line used for tying goes through six 
pairs of clips made of nylon strap. The lace system, 
without holes and hooks, is 100% safe for parachute 
jumping and activities with using ropes. 

SOLE
The sole is not a single layer of rubber, but a sophis-
ticated 3D Chassis design – a special platform con-
sisting from three elements and that is placed in the 
sole of the boot to protect against uneven surface 
thanks to layers of EVA foam. Moreover, that system 
guarantees necessary grip for walking and balanced 
movement. When absorbing shock, it secures the an-
kle near the heel part and protects it against getting 
twisted. Shock absorbers have been made from a 
firm nylon, with texture resembling carbon fiber cov-
ered with resin.

T h e 
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external element that is responsible for the direct 
contact of the feet with the surface, is constituted 
by an aggressively profiled Contagrip tread with 
breaking elements. This helps in having efficient stop 
when running and provides good grip on a wide 
range of surfaces, including wet surface. The tread 
was made from rubber and does not leave black 
marks on bright soles. The sole smoothly becomes 
the firm toecap cover in the front part of the boot. 
The toecap is the most exposed part of the boot to 
damage. At the back of the boot, the sole is slightly 
extended and lead upwards. It enforces the heel area. 
The drop in boots is 10 mm.

The comfort of usage is increased thanks to Ortholite 
inserts made from PU foam mixed with EVA foam. 
Inserts have bacteriostatic properties, so the boots 
don’t stink after longer usage.  Salomon Forces XA 
Pro 3D Mid, size EU 44 2/3/UK10/US10,5, weigh 914 g. 
Apart from variants of different height and the pres-
ence of the membrane, are available in three color 
versions: black, Navajo tan, and Burro brown.

 

     Shash speaks to thou
Debris, gravel, deep mud, concrete, sand, rapelling – 
I had the opportunity to test the boots under all of 
those conditions and, regardless the terrain or situa-
tion, XA Pro 3D provide balance and good grip. It is 
no marketing bullshit, but actual properties of those 
boots – that model has been popular already in its 
trekking variant among CAG or DEVGRU for a reason. 
The boots are perfect for highly DA operations – they 
are ultra-light and, thanks to their proper height and 
good fitting, they provide excellent stability, which 
minimizes the risk of injuring the ankle, especially 
when running with heavy equipment (of course to 
a reasonable extent). The Quicklace system, which I 
already got used to when using Speedcross 3, works 
perfectly – it is simple, fast, and without tendency for 
loosening.
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I would rather question the declared self-clean-
ing function of the tread. When there is more 

mud, the tread gets clogged and must be 
cleaned manually. One has to remember 

that excessive “dragging” on the surface 
will destroy the boots in a year – they 
were designed to provide low weight 
and high comfort. That is why the low 
durability is an obvious feature. The 
boots should bring the best results in 
the field – after a longer period of usage 
in town, concrete and asphalt will most 
certainly abrade the soles.

   Rabbi’s review
I use low-cut XA Pro 3D’s – most-

ly during indoor sport tainings or 
in the summer used when I’m out-

doors. I do not use them much when 
I’m in town, because that is not their 

“natural habitat”. The rubber of the 
sole is really soft – it provides great 
grip (especially on tartan tracks), 
but, at the same time, quickly wears 

off on concrete and asphalt. On sec-
ond thought, the producer declares 
the low durability of those boots – 
one or two years, they will do well 
for that period

Initially, I did not trust the 
Quicklace system. All in all, those 
are just thin ropes with some plas-
tic drawstring... It appeared that the 
system works really well, efficiently 
balancing feet inside the boots 
(the design of the sole and the 
sole counter - high and firm - are 
a good feature here), without 

showing a tendency for wearing 
off or loosening. Of course, I heard 

of one event that happened to a friend 
of mine. The laces got worn already 
in the second week of usage, but the 
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boots were replaced with a new pair. That is the great 
disadvantage of this system – you may always replace 
a standard lace. But in the case of those ropes, you 
must buy an expensive repair kit and spend some 
time to replace them...

After a year of usage, the bright sand shoes got little 
dirty, so I will need to wash them soon. I suspect that 
some of the stains won’t get off that easily, but those 
are practical boots, not some fancy and shiny shoes.

Boots provide high comfort, including thermal com-
fort. They are perfect for summer. It is quite easy to get 
them soaked, but they also dry up quickly, that is why 
a short summer rain may still increase moisture inside 
the boots.

Summing up, those are nice tactical and sport boots 
but pricey.

 Valery’s review
I got my Salomon XA Pro 3D GTX about a year ago, 
like the other guys. I bought that version because 
there were no shoes without a membrane on that 
time but - to my amazement - the thermal comfort 
on worm days is surprisingly high. What is more, I 
have the benefit that I do not have to worry about 

soaking the boots, because they are protected by 
the membrane. Without it, boots would go wet in-
side really quickly.

I really like the Quicklace system with the lace pocket 
on the tongue that is used to keep the excess of the 
pulling rope. It holds tightly, may be quickly used, 
shows no tendency for abrasion – that is all I need.

The sole has a slightly aggressive shape, which per-
fectly works in difficult terrain. However, it is always 
better when the surface is consistent. Due to the low 
design of boots, sand may get into the boots during 
dynamic activities.

The reinforced toecap is a great feature – it perfectly 
protects toes against injuries. Bearing in mind that 
those are tactical boots, this is a very important el-
ement.

The great balance of the heel, which results from the 
expanded, firm heel counter and lace system that 
provides perfect fitting of the boots to user’s feet.

I highly recommend those boots, but only if 
you accept the relatively high price.
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The BriTish army, wiTh iTs Denison smock, was The 
forerunner of comBaT jackeTs (The so-calleD smocks). 
up To This Day, The solDiers of her majesTy are equippeD 
wiTh such Type of cloThing. Those jackeTs are also useD 
in The german army anD By solDiers of scanDinavian 
counTries. This arTicle will Be DevoTeD To The proDucT By 
a norwegian company nfm anD Their comBaT jackeT from 
nfm garm fr comBaT cloThing sysTem.
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At first glance, the jacket produced by nfm does not distinguish 
itself with anything particular. It has a loose cut, ample hood, 
two chest pockets, and a „poacher” pocket on the butt. A 
novelty, as far as such jackets are concerned, are large arm 
pockets fully covered with Velcro loop – a characteristic 
feature of nfm garm pieces. However, if we look 
carefully, we will also notice inside mesh pockets with 
additional access vertical zipper. Maybe let us just start 
from the beginning.

faBric
As the name itself may suggest, the jacket is 
made from a ripstop no-melt no-drip FR 
Defender M fabric (64% Lenzing FR, 
24% ParaAramid, 10% Poliamid, 2% 
Antistatic). For fans of certificates 
and other documents: the 
jacket is compliant with 
the standard EN 11612 
(EN 531) class A1, B1, 
C1. A quick summary 
– it does not melt, 
does not maintain 
flame, and it’s self-
extinguishing. 
S h o r t l y 
speaking, the 
user of the 
jacket will 
not end up 
as a running 
torch. This 
feature has 
b e c o m e 
standard in 
the modern 
battlefield.

Design
The jacket tops 
with a hood – 
properly big so that 
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it may cover user’s head with a helmet. Additionally, it is 
profiled in a way that forms a small visor over the line of eyes 
and features three points of adjustment – shockcord with 
end stops has been sewn on the perimeter of the edge, while 
another rubber has been sewn on at eyes height (or ears, 
as others may prefer). What is more, thanks to a flap with a 
Velcro strap placed on the back, it is possible to adjust the 
depth of the whole hood. What for? It is possible to wear the 
hood even without a helmet, in contrary to the British S2000  
smock, in which the hood has a sewn-in wire that may be only 
adjusted in the perimeter, so the wire partially covers user’s 
eyes. The surplus of the rubber and end stops are hidden in 
small pockets closed with a Velcro strap. It is a simple, yet 
efficient protection against hooking other things. But it has 
one minor defect – it is very difficult to adjust the perimeter of 
the hood when you have the jacket on, because the pockets 
are very small and it’s hard to handle the stoppers.

The little button on the strap that is sewn on near the collar, 
on the inner side of the hood is still a mystery for me. The 
button itself is not even sewn on too properly, because I have 
had my jacket for a short time, and the seam is almost torn 

and the strap remains attached only as if due to some sort 
of magic. It is probably used to roll in the hood, but I have not 
figured out how to do it...

OK, let’s get the hood, literally, out of our head and move 
on. The collar. It is just a simple stand-up collar, without 
any pockets for the above mentioned hood. The collar is 
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extended on one side, so it forms a flap, which makes it 
possible to fasten the whole with a Velcro. On the other 
side, there is a sewn-on longer section of Velcro . That’s a 
good idea, it provides some range for adjustments. From the 
outside, there is a small Velcro strap, thanks to which it is 
possible to fasten the flap, when we do not want to clasp the 
stand-on collar and prefer wearing it unrolled. The inside has 
been sewn-on with a completely different, mellow material. 
Its color also differs from the rest of the jacket. It is several 
color tones brighter and more vivid.

The seam of the collar includes a tab with the size and a loop 
for hanging the jacket.

The back of the jacket has raglans that go along the sides 
from arms to the waist. They provide freedom of movement, 
nothing clings to our back (provided that we have chosen 
the correct size - in the case of NFM, it is quite challenging). 
Raglans give 12 cm more to the chest. 

Speaking of chest, let us talk about the pockets. Two large 
front upper pockets are closed with flaps – both have a 
Velcro loops for attaching nametags and branch tapes. 
There’s nothing unusual at first glance. Let us have a closer 
look, then. The first surprise is the method of closing the 

flaps: the half that is closer to the fastener of the jacket is 
closed with a slotted button on a belt, while the broader 
part, near the hand, is closed with a Velcro. In my opinion, 
that is a brilliant solution, since when we want to quickly 
take something out of the pocket, I unfasten the Velcro and 
have a sufficient access to the inside. Oh yeah, each pocket 
has a small sewn-in loop on the side of the jacket fastening. 
It may be used to firmly hold a light stick, a pen, a marker, 
an electronic cigarette, or anything similar. The lower part 
of the pouch has two drainage holes. Additionally, after a 
closer look at those pockets, we may notice a small section 
of material that forms a slat, under which you will find an 
additional profiled plastic grip with the logo of NFM. They 
really put attention to details. That’s a nice feature. After 
opening the zipper, we get access to mesh pockets on both 
sides. What is more, we also may access them from the 
inside, by splitting the Velcro strap that closes the whole 
element near the main zipper of the jacket. Inner pockets are 
quite deep, because they take almost the whole size of the 
front jacket: in width (from the line of the armpit to the zipper 
closing the jacket) and in height (from the waist drawstring 
to the sections of a soft Velcro over the pockets). 

Oh yeah, the waist. Another simple solution here – a shock 
cord ended with a stopper on both sides. No bizarre designs 
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or high-tech elements. Below, there are two pockets with 
pouch-like construction. They are very capacious. You 
close them with a flap, using two slotted buttons on a belt. 
Similarly to the pockets on the chest, there are drainage 
holes at the bottom (two in each pocket). However, there is 
still something peculiar in those pockets – the upper edge 
has a sewn in elastic rubber . As a result, we may get to the 
content of the pocket without unbuttoning the buttons (I use 
this very often myself, it helps spare some time). One may 
call it a minor feature, but it really makes using the pockets 
easier. On the back (or the butt, I’d say), there is the already 
mentioned „poacher” pocket. Zippers are hidden under 
slats of material and have grips identical as those inside the 
pockets on the chest. There is, however, a small difference in 
comparison to the „pooper pockets” used in smock by other 
manufacturers. Zippers are placed at an angle and lead 
towards the back. Such method of sewing them in makes is 
easier for unfastening them. On the inside, of course, there 
is a mesh to avoid excessive layers of material and do not 
disturb circulation of air. 

The hem of the jacket has a shock cord with stoppers. What 
is interesting, the excess of the shock cord from the waist 
and from the very bottom of the jacket is „worn” in the lower 

pockets thanks to proper holes. As a result, nothing annoys 
us or hangs loosely. Oh, I’ve almost forgotten: the bottom 
hem has a gap in the tunnel so a part of the shock cord 
remains exposed. I will explain the reason for this.

You may fasten the jacket in three ways. The first one is a 
two-way main zipper that leads from the crotch up to the 
upper edge of the breastbone. The second method means 
are Canadian-style slotted buttons. They start from the very 
bottom hem of the jacket and end in the place of the zipper. 
The most interesting part is that the buttons are under the 
zipper, so they do not block it when we want to use it. The 
last element of jacket fasteners is the slat with sections of 
Velcro  that lead from the lower hem to the upper part of 
the jacket. It seems that the producer wanted to be certain 
that after a failure of one element, the user will still be able 
to effortlessly use the jacket. Additionally, on the securing 
slat, just at the middle of the chest, there is a flap that allows 
attaching a sheath.

On the left side of the main zipper, at the lower hem, we may 
notice a small element – a piece of flat rubber with a loop 
fastened at the end with a snap. That’s the crotch strap. That 
solution was already used in Denison Smock. Thanks to the 
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strap and the shock cord exposed on the butt, we may fasten 
the jacket in such a way, that nothing rolls in or moves on the 
wind during action. How to do that? We unstrap the loop, pull 
one its end through the shock cord and zip the snap. Voilà, if 
the jacket you bought is too small, you may now be proud of 
your tactical thong. If, however, you got the correct size, you 
should feel no discomfort.

The sleeves. You think that I forgot about them, huh? 
Nope... Sleeves are quite ample, even for a smock. Cuffs 
are fastened with a Velcro, so nothing new here. Moving up, 
we will notice that elbows are reinforced. At the beginning 
I thought that those were just additional layers of material, 
but one day I just accidentally touched it with my finger and 
discovered that those are pockets closed from the inside. 
So, one may put there some inserts, like e.g. D3O pads. As 
I have already mentioned, each sleeve has a pocket fully 
covered with Velcro and the pocket was sewn on at an 
angle. If there are still some people who do not know why 
such a solution, I am eager to explain – it is easier to get 
inside the pocket with your hand and you do not need to 
make any excessive or strange moves. After we open the 
flap, we notice that the pockets are double. Both have sewn-
in partition made from the basic material of the jacket, so we 
have two pockets in one. A cool solution to hide and arrange 
any small knickknacks. One may notice that on the upper 
seam, there are vertical stitches in the back, which form four 
squares. The second and the forth one are pass-through 
– they create a gap that will perfectly fit for holding a pen. 
Each of those pockets has a small soft Velcro strap square 
over them. Identical squares are placed respectively on the 
neck, below GARM FR logo, and at the top of the hood They 
are perfect for small IR markers. What is peculiar, the logo of 
GARM FR, that is a hell hound with letters „FR” below, may 
also be found on the right sleeve. Just below the cuff. A nice 
element to look at. What is more, it is embroidered, not just a 
patch or a label, like in the case of other producers.
There are two-way zippers sewn in under armpits. They have 
been hidden under a fabric latch and have webbing grips. 
When unfastened, they open vent holes. The holes are quite 
large, since the zipper starts on the ribs and ends at height 
of the elbow.

pros & cons
So much for the pros, now it’s time for the cons. As I have 
already mentioned – the button on the inner side of the 
hood is too small. The tape is barely holding attached to the 
rest of the jacket, although I did not use that button at all. It is 
probably because I have not found any purpose for that one. 
The second con: protruding threads, in many random places. 
I did not expect to find such thing on a piece of clothing that is 
so expensive. I did not expect finding crooked seams as well. 
It seems that such defects can get even the best producers. 
To make things clear, those are only aesthetic defects that 
do not affect the usage of the smock in any way.

in use
When it comes to wearing the Combat Jacket, I took the 
risk and took it as outer clothing for hiking in the mountains. 
New Year’s Day, the mountains and two wicked guys trying 
to walk 30 km in two days with all the equipment on their 
backs -  I was worrying about the breathability of the smock, 
but I was positively surprised. To describe the situation – 
temperatures were from –15 to even –20°C in the morning, 
while due to the wind the wind chill was even 5-6 degrees 
lower. Under the Combat Jacket, I had a wind stopper fleece, 
winter thermal underwear, and a combat shirt. During the 
stops, I did not feel any cold, while when marching everything 
properly released steam. A nice surprise, bearing in mind the 
material the jacket is made off. Additionally, I fastened the 
crotch strap, so the jacket stayed firm – no burns or even the 
smallest discomfort. 

For all those people who need tags – such a tag is in the 
left inner pocket. It contains the information on the fabric 
content, model, production date, and some other minor stuff.

In general, this is a very cool smock. However the number of 
pockets is lower than in products of other manufacturers, but 
with a higher price. Well, first of all, you pay for the brand, and 
second of all (and that reason makes the price much higher) – 
this is a typical military piece of clothing, flame-retardant. It is 
very comfortable, looks militantly and uniquely, although the NFM 
Coyote Brown is very bright.
It is difficult to pick the correct size, because the NFM size chart is 
quite complicated. But if someone manages to do so, this jacket 
is more than just good.
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SwiSS EyE 

Maverick 
THE

A MAverick Model is An interesting proposition 
froM A tActicAl line of the swiss eye coMpAny, 
which slowly Acquires its position in the MArket 
of eye protection. A lifestyle look MAkes theM 
work successfully for the everydAy use And 
they cAn freely coMpete with the other brAnds 
present in this segMent for A right to be chosen 
priMArily in our look book. it is not iMportAnt if it 
is A sports jAcket, t-shirt, shirt – their universAl 
And coMpAtible design Adds A touch of the Active 
cut to our presentAtion.   

BY/PHOtO: SYLWIA i MArcIn „PłASzczAk” PłASSoWSkI, MIchAł SItArSkI
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A brief history of the Swiss Eye. For nearly 20 
years it delivers to the market a wide range of 
sunglasses and protective eyewear,  now in-
cluding the tactical line up which is most inter-
esting for us here. The glasses are intended for 
people who enjoy an active lifestyle,  extreme 
sports or work in the environment requiring eye 
protection. So, it is not surprising that people 
who spent actively time at the shooting ranges 
reach for them.  

For a longer time I have been using Swiss Eye 
Mavericks. They are intended for duty use but 
there is nothing to prevent their use as a piece of 
your EDC essentials. Swiss EMS Grilamid TR90 
flexible and resistant to mechanical deformation 
plastic was used for the frames. It is a hypoaller-
genic nylon what highly influences a comfort of 

using during an increased effort when the plastic 
has a direct contact with the sweaty skin.

A frame is minimalistic form, is made very well, 
and a satin surface has a pleasant to touch tex-
ture which improves adhesion.  A simple, one-
hinge assembly of their temples, combined by 
one bolt with a main element of the frames, is 
made in a reliable manner and work with a felt 
resistance what translates for a good hold and 
stability of the worn spectacles. The temple tips 
are made from corrugated pads from the soft and 
flexible rubber which minimalize a pressure and 
adjust to the skull. A small nose pad is made from 
the same plastic. It can be disassembled, and ad-
ditionally there is a possibility to assemble cor-
rective lenses inside the frames. Furthermore, it 
is characterized by a small contact surface with 
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the skin therefore even after wearing them all 
day long it does not leave any visible traces.

The lenses are attached in the upper part of the 
frames by two profiled joints – a longer one, as-
sembled as the first one, pinned into the part of 
the frames that is linked to the temples, and the 
second movement to perform is connecting a 
smaller one in the central part, directly under the 
nose pad. 

As you can notice, an exchange of the lenses is 
trivial, but let’s remember that we receive two 
kinds of lenses in a set: clear and smoke. An ex-
changeable set is packed in case protects the 
against damages.. 

From the inside the lenses are covered by the 
anti-fog coating which reduces fogging. From 
the outside they have an anti-scratch coating. 
The lenses ensure a 100% protection against 
UVA/UVB,/UVC and meet the requirements of 
STANAG 2920, EN 1836:2005+A1:2007, ANSI 
Z87/ANSI Z87+ standards. Just at the nose pad, 
they have a thickness of 2.5 mm which decreas-
es towards an assembly of the temples to ap-
proximately 1.5 mm. 

Mavericks with the replacement lenses are 
packed into microfiber bag from, which serves 
also a cleaning cloth. Mavericks comes with dark 
brown or black frames.
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                        In the Płaszczak’s eye

I am a typical eyeglass wearer. I wear the large and heavy 
metal frames with the corrective lenses on the everyday ba-
sis. In contrast to the “ordinary” users which wear sunglass 
due to the weather conditions or fashion and lifestyle trends I 
am strongly sensitized to a construction of the frames. And I 
must admit, that the Swiss Eye Mavericks surprised me from 
the first minute. 

They look well, they have a more sporty than tactical design, 
therefore they can be worn as EDC without an ostentatious 
manifesting their “tactility”. They fit to my round face, perfect-
ly adhere and ensure an excellent side protection – some-
times I have had an impression that I took on the goggles, not 
the eyeglasses. I have appreciated this not only in the moun-
tains covered with snow, but also now, when I drive my mo-
tor scooter in the city. I brush out mosquitoes and flies from 
my beard and do not need to pick them out from my eyes 
what often happens with the eyewear which poorly adheres 
to the face. I am also making myself easy when it comes to 
my sight, protected against small stones, frequently picked 
from the road by the wheels of the vehicles which are be-
hind me.  At the shooting range these eyeglasses have al-
ready stopped a few times the cartridge cases from the guns 
of the colleagues who have shot next to me. It is very similar 
with sand that is picked up by the blasts during shooting in 
the prone position. They perfectly work when wearing them 
with the hearing protectors – after the whole day of a train-
ing there is nothing what interferes, pinches, and their hold is 
nearly worthy of being a benchmark. The lenses themselves 
deserve a praise – an image is legible, sharp without any dis-
tortions. 

I like very much a shape of the temples due to a reason known 
to each eyeglass wearer. As for me, the Mavericks feature 
such an advantage that due to their small weight I practically 
do not feel them and they do not pressure in the determina-
tive contact points. I have caught myself a few times that I 
have looked for them forgetting that … they are on my nose. 
Once I have fallen asleep with them because I have forgotten 
to take them off my head before going to sleep. 
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for $50 we receive the nice tactical eyewear 
with a ballistic certificate, and exchangea-
ble lenses, additionally with a fine design.  
i recommend – they offer a good value for 
money.
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Walery evaluates

I have had and I possess a few pairs of the eye-
glasses from the various manufacturers – such 
is a shooter’s life. Sometimes the eyewear dam-
ages, sometimes it is lost and in the other case I 
just search for the new solutions. The Swiss Eye 
Maverick Maverick eyeglasses has encouraged 
me by their low price, $50 for the eyewear with 
the exchangeable lenses is really not too much. 

The applied lens coatings make them difficult to 
fog up. Certainly, when I wear a helmet and a bal-
aclava, the lenses are fogged, but just show me 
the eyeglasses which will not?

The lenses are of good quality – they offer a 
clear, not distorted image. Their profile ensures a 
very good adjustment to the face, and the large 
side surfaces perfectly protect eyes also from 
the side part, what is neglected in some other 
eyewear.

The thin frame and light lenses equals the min-
imum weight of the glasses, what in the combi-
nation with a very comfortable nose pad causes 
that during a shooting training you can forget 
about their presence on your nose. 

A design of these glasses is not signalized 
from 100 meters that I am an uber-tactical 
SundayRanger – just such the ordinary sport 
sunglasses . 

A system of the lens exchange holds securely, but 
an exchange requires some effort. Sometimes I 
have an impression that just a moment and the 
frame will crack, but until now it has not hap-
pened. Forget about exchanging the lenses 
without making them dirty – it is just impossible, 

greasy spots will always remain. Unfortunately, if 
someone is inattentive he can also scratch them 
during this operation. 

It is a pity that a set does not come with a rigid 
case – It would be very useful because throwing 
the glasses, only in the cloth pouch, into the bag 
filled with the equipment is not the best idea, but 
I do not wear them all the time…

the temples hold securely, but they could 

be a little bit thinner. personally, i feel that 

they pinch me after a few hours spent at 

the shooting range with the hearing protec-

tors. After all – for fifty bucks is not much. 

And not bad gear. 
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Photo Pikuła, Poltergeist Works

By: Krzysztof Kpt. Ameryka
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Photo Pikuła, Poltergeist Works

By: Krzysztof Kpt. Ameryka
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Over the last 10 years a market of 
the custom and semi-custom knives 
developed very rapidly, and a technology 
was also modified. A traditional 
handwork began to give way CNC 
machines. Appeared a great deal of 
new knife makers, but really a few of 
them combined outstanding technical 
possibilities with an original design. 

While browsing various kinds websites dedicated to 
the custom knives I had an impression that many of 
them is made after one fashion – they have timeworn 
patterns and trivial design. So, the more it is enjoya-
ble that we have in Poland a world-class knife mak-
er who in his small workshop develops the highest 
quality knives, that can without any  inferiority com-
plexes compete with works of the greatest creators 
in this industry. Most importantly, at the same time 
he consequently preserves a characteristic design, 
which distinguishes his projects among thousands 

of the custom knives which are available now. About 
which knives it is about? Certainly, those signed by the 
Poltergeist Work. 

Although, at the beginning I mentioned about their 
rather common usage of the CNC machines, even by 
the custom knife makers, in the case of the Poltergeist 
Works it is quite different. While looking at the photos, 
maybe it is hard to believe that each new knife is made 
in 100 percent using the machines  manually con-
trolled by one person – Jakub Wieczorkiewicz. I know 
it, because I could see it with my own eyes. A main 
axis and screws for assembling a clips are the only el-
ements which are made outside the Poltergeist Woks 
workshop. The axis – due to a required accuracy of 
three-hundredths of millimeter what is unachievable 
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on the manual lathe. Nevertheless, this element is 
still made by a subcontractor according to the Kuba’s 
design. The screws, in turn, are modified by the knife 
makers for a concerned knife.

A general brand philosophy focuses on combining 
functions, the specific design and modern technical 
solutions. The knives made in the Poltergeist Works 
are, first and foremost, tools for cutting, not tactical 
crowbars. Now, a customer is offered a choice of 
29 (sic!) folders and the same number of the fixed 
blades. These numbers decidedly make an impression 

on everyone who keeps track of the custom knives. 
Perhaps, it is hard to believe but despite this great 
number of the models each of them is different, one 
pattern is not repeated with a small modifications. It 
is enough to have a look at the photos to be able to 
notice a great variety of the blade dimensions and 
shapes, a handle, as well as of their intended use. The 
folders, depending on the model, are made from the 
modern, RWL-34 or SVN-35 powder stainless steels. 
The fixed blades are a well-known and liked D2 steel. 
The possible finishing includes bead blasting, stone-
washing and a very resistant Gun Kote coating in 
black and gray. The Gun Kote is, generally, 100% an-
ti-corrosive – therefore this type of coating is used in 
majority of the knives with a fixed blade. Each blade 
is hardened by  Jakub in a special envelope from 
the steel foil in the digitally controlled furnace. With 
regard to the handle materials, you can select be-
tween G10 Glass Epoxy Laminate and carbon fiber. 
A manner of opening depends on the model and pref-
erences of the future owner: you can open a blade 
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using a wheel with a tritium capsule (a solution well-
known from, e.g. the Luminox watches – tritium glows 
independently in every conditions so it is easier and 
safer to open the knife when it is dark) or a hole in 
the blade used with a consent and under a license of 
Spyderco. Each knife with a folding blade is equipped 
with a powerful frame lock with a thickness of 3.2 mm 
made of Ti6Al4V which is also used by the world’s 
leading knife makers and companies which manufac-
ture knives. Moreover, a frame lock head is covered by 
carbide tipped. It significantly improves its hardness, 
and consequently prolongs its life cycle and enhanc-
es a general work culture (an effect of “adhering” tita-
nium to the blade vanishes and there are eliminated 
possible difficulties with bending a lock when folding 
the knife).  A lock is more durable also thanks to ma-
terial roughness which appear due to such coating. 
Certainly, each folder is equipped with the washers 
from Nylatron and a ceramic detent ball which pre-
vents an accidental opening the blade in the pocket. 
The clips, depending on the model, are made from 

titanium and G10 (the latter due to small elasticity of 
the material do not hold the knife very strongly in the 
pocket). If it comes to a knife geometry, now it prevails 
hollow grind since it ensures the best cutting proper-
ties. The blades, regardless of the used steel, are hard-
ened for 58-60 HRC. On the basis on my experiences 
with Poltergeist’s products I can easily say that the 
knife will preserve for a long-time its working sharp-
ness and it will make no problems for the experienced 
user during its sharpening. 

Every knife has a wide range of interesting details 
which increase its visual attractiveness and func-
tional properties. It is about cuts for the index-finger 
(in order to control better the blade during cutting), 
three-dimensional, rounded liners (in order to improve 
functional ergonomics) and beveling in the area of a 
pin, which enhance ergonomic of the knife opening. 
I can go on with a long list. Every design has a lot of 
such details, unfortunately the photos not always can 
reflect all of them. The knives made by the Poltergeist 
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Works are not just straight blades and two pieces of 
the cut liner.  We will appreciate and see all of these 
only in reality when we begin to use such knives so the 
more I encourage to look carefully at them. 

An outstanding attention to detail is not finished at the 
knife itself. Every folder from the Kuba’s workshop is 
delivered in a special case with a company logo to be 
stored in it, a Velcro patch, a label which includes a 
date of the knife manufacturing, a model name, used 
steel grade and a line made of parachute cord ended 
with a titanium bead. It is attached to the folder by 
a titanium pin hidden in the handle and it facilitates 
it taking off from the pocket. I personally always re-
move it, but how many persons the same number of 
preferences. It is important that we have a choice and 
an eye pleasing addition. Such a set of the accesso-
ries also emphasizes a unique character of the knife. 
It is not the next realization of the heartless machines 

wrapped in the gray, card-
board box. 

Despite the various shapes and 
materials from which the blades 
are made and different finish-
ing, the knives from the Poltergeist 
Works have one feature in common: 
unusual quality of workmanship. Over 
the years I used (or in certain cases I 
carefully considered) many premium cus-
tom knives, also those, which actual prices 
are already counted in thousands US dollars. 
Against the background of such a competi-
tion the knives made by Jakub Wieczorkiewicz 
have nothing to be ashamed of. The blades in 
the folders are perfectly centered, the frame lock 
works reliably and you cannot find any uneven 
edge beveling, awry grinds and other imperfections. 
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While looking at them, you may have an impression, 
that they are not handmade, but they are a product of 
the CNC machines controlled by a talented engineer. 
A few years ago I had an opportunity to have a look 
at the complete manufacturing process of the folder. 
In total it lasted more than 30 hours (I do not count 
time dedicated to tempering a blade during its hard-
ening). Making one folder (with an assumption that 
we do not make several knives at one time) takes in 
average a week of work.  There is no space for mis-
takes. Sometimes a momentary lack of attention, too 
deep beveling or skidding on  the grindstone may re-
sult in not meeting the fanatic quality standards of the 
maker with regard to the concerned part and it will be 
scrapped. Everyone who tried to grind the blade on the 

belt grinder is perfectly aware that how outstanding 
precision is required to obtain perfectly symmetrical 
grind and how easy is to make an error which destroys 
all current work. Each knife will be assembled and dis-
assembled many times during its manufacturing pro-
cess, and all elements will be individually fitted until a 
moment in which an obtained product is mechanically 
and visually excellent. 

Unfortunately, such a manufacturing process causes 
that demand dramatically exceeds supply therefore a 
list of persons who want to purchase a knife with the 
Poltergeist Works logo regularly elongates. Now, a pe-
riod of expecting for a ready product is more than 2 
years. 
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The Poltergeist’s works are supplied to the users all 
round the world. His knives can be found in the United 
States, Europe, Russia, Australia and Japan. The us-
ers say that the greatest problem with the Poltergeist 
Works knives is that after purchasing one we imme-
diately find a “reasonable” justification to buy anoth-
er one… and the next one ;) it never ends up with one 
piece. You should remember that such a knife will 
serve us for a long time. I have in my collection a real 
Holy Grail – a prototype of the first folder. The model 
4001 completed in May 2011. Since that time I have 
been carrying and using it nearly every day. Yeah, 
the blade is scratched, and a titanium frame lock is 
rubbed off by the other objects carried in the pocket, 
but its mechanical system still works perfectly, there 
are no backlashes in the joint of the blade and lock, 

and beside the traces of the ordinary wear and tear 
you cannot notice signs of the heavy wear. It is also 
significant that everybody who saw the knife live could 
not believe that it is the first folder made by this maker 
:) it is like that – the first, and even though each subse-
quent was even better. 

All those who are not so patient to wait more than 24 
months or just do not want to spend a few hundred 
euros for a custom knife remains to have a hope that 
large companies who produce knives will finally notice 
this talented knife maker and in the future we will see 
a folder produced by them according to a Poltergeist’s 
design. It is more and more common practice and I 
think that it would be bestseller.
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Böker Plus
Kwaiken 
Lucas Burnley’s Design

Böker Plus Kwaiken 
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Japanese cold steel, together with its accompanying mythology and ethos, with its 
unabated force still inspires the knife designers. Omitting the legendary swords 

which form have been already exploited in all possible ways, the greatest success 
was certainly achieved by tanto blade. It has already settled down in the market in its 

American variant and still functions as one of the most popular types of the blade, 
both in the case of the fixed and folding knives. Nobody is either surprised by the 

braids on the handles or a hamon – a pattern on the blade created by the selective 
hardening process.

Böker Plus
Kwaiken 
Lucas Burnley’s Design

Böker Plus Kwaiken 

By&Photo: Anna „Villemo” Biadun
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The utility blades which originate from the Land of the Rising 
Sun become also more and more popular. A good example of 
such tools are the kiridashi – small knives for cutting leather 
or paper, willingly made by the knife makers, frequently from 
the steel scraps which have remained after the other designs. 
Despite their modernized form they have not changed their orig-
inal intended use so, in reality,  contemporary and traditional kir-
dashi differ only with aesthetics. 

It is a totally different issue when it comes to a kwaiken, which 
more and more often inspires the makers of the custom knives. 
In the feudal Japan it was a small knife with a characteristic 
curve, carried mainly by the women. A little bit smaller than a 
tanto (although according to the certain sources it was a vari-
ant of this sword), mainly with a single-edged blade, was first of 
all intended for jigai – a ritual suicide. It was committed by the 
women who brought dishonor or were threatened by disgrace, as 
well as those whose husbands had already committed seppuku. 
The children were also taught to commit a suicide by cutting the 

artery in the left part of the neck with one stroke. Jigai allowed 
them to preserve their honor in the situation when their house-
hold was invaded and failed to defend. The other, rather auxiliary, 
intended use of the kwaiken was a self-defense. 

Nowadays, nobody seems to remember about a function which 
the knives of this kind fulfilled in the history. In more or less futur-
istic forms they appear among the works of many knife makers. 
Against the background of the various interpretations of the kwai-
ken, particularly distinguishes a design by Lucas Burnley which 
is now sold by Böker company. This, what makes it so original, is 
a fact that it is a folding one. The kwaiken manufactured by Böker 
as a part of the Plus line, has many versions, which differ with the 
used materials, a manner of opening or a shape of the handle. 
I had an opportunity to have a model with the titanium liners, a 
AUS8 steel blade and a flipper. 

A selection of the blade steel seems to be rather surprising. AUS8 
is one of the cheapest grades of steel and it is rarely combined 

Böker 
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with titanium. It certainly do not prejudging when it comes to 
quality of the entire knife, nevertheless the newer models are 
made from the VG10 steel.  

The 9 cm (3,54in) blad is a slightly modified narrow drop point 
with something as a partial false edge which is strictly aesthet-
ic function, adding a kind of aggressive character and breaking 
a simplicity of the design. The blade was slightly matted with 
a fine stonewash therefore it pleasantly composes with gray-
ness of titanium. The high, hollow grind ensures very good cut 
properties, and a small notch which begins a cutting edge, is 
a nice convenience while cutting. A slightly uneven exit of the 

grinds (slightly lowered on the right side) is the only disadvan-
tage with regard to its execution, however it is a trifle which is 
hard to notice. Despite the finishing, all lines are sharply de-
fined and the individual planes are explicitly separated. The 
blade is also centered flawlessly. 

The knife opens very smoothly due to applying a bearing sys-
tem (IKBS), but still setting the blade in motion using the flipper 
makes problems. As long as a small streamlined flipper looks 
very aesthetically, its functionality is much more worse. A fin-
ger often slides down from the flipper at which is hard to ob-
tain a certain support and pressure sufficient to open the knife. 
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In the wet hand it is just impossible. It is decidedly the 
greatest disadvantage of this kwaiken – in my opinion, 
unfortunately, very serious. A problem with handling the 
flipper eliminates advantages created by applying the 
IKBS, what from my point of view is a wasted potential.  
A sound of the opened blade is soft and pleasing to the 
ear, notwithstanding you must make a significant effort 
to be able to listen to this music a few times in a row. 

If it comes to the frame lock, there are no technological 
novelties – an old, tried and tested liner lock falls correct-
ly (more or less up to 1/3 of the blade thickness) and 
fulfills its tasks well. The liners are in the kweiken fairly 
thick (approx. 2 mm), therefore instead of a few unpleas-
ant cuts the frame lock fit in one comfortable, profiled 
with regard to the thumb.

The knife has a narrow handle, cut according to  
a geometric shape that narrows downwards. However, it 
is rather massive, first and foremost, due to the full, sol-
id liners. No lightening holes has a strong impact on the 
weight of the entire knife (153 g with a length of approx. 
21 cm). A little bit smaller, semi-round in the cross-sec-
tion titanium covers are screwed to the liners. The handle 
looks attractive and perfectly composes with a slender, 
aggressive blade. Burley managed to draw out a real 
classy stuff from the grayness and simplicity which are 
associated with boring and lacking a character designs. 

Ergonomics is quite well, a hand comfortably arranges 
on the handle although in the stronger grip the sharp 
edges slightly pierce into the skin. The knife does not 
slide in the dry hand, although its smooth finishing from 
titanium does not ensure any more a suitable grip when 
it is wet. 

The clips is assembled in the tip-up position, without any 
possibility to change its position. It is rather short, but it 
holds strongly enough. It is screwed just under a hole for 
the line and allows for inserting the knife deeply in the 
pocket.

I had a certain problem with providing reliable tests of the 
kwaiken (finally, it is hard to find the knife which serves 
to make a suicide as a tool for everyday use).  Despite a 
fact that subtle caressing of carotid with such a beautiful 
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blade would be probably worth a blot on my escutch-
eon, I did not decide to write a reflective poem about the 
cherries which shed their blossoms and passing away. 
Applying the knife according to its intended use was 
linked to a risk that this text would be never written.

The knife accompanied me in the not very heavy duties, 
such as peeling oranges, planning or cutting sausages 
for the fire. It such applications it works perfectly, the 
blade can be led very smoothly and with outstanding 
lightness enters into the cut materials. Sometimes it is 
even hard to control a depths of the cut. The concaved 
cut combined with a thin cutting edge, results in an op-
eration similar to a razor and I suppose that in the role 
to which the kwaiken was developed, the knife made by 
Böker would work excellently.

The kwaiken according to the Burnley’s design is, first 
and foremost, a very pretty knife. Simple, elegant, com-
bining modern solutions as well as savings and harmony 
so characteristic for the old Japanese tradition. People 
say that a soul of the warrior is magically preserved in 
the sword. If you want to adapt this opinion to our reality, 
I would strongly desire to have my soul represented by 
the knife like this. I think, it is one of the most interesting 
manufactured knives in the market so it is such a pity 
that it loses so much due to the defective flipper.

Despite the very good cutting properties I can see this 
kweiken rather in the role of the collectible knife. Probably, 
my thoughts are strongly obsessed with an awareness 
of the primary intended use of this type of the blades. 
Sitting by the lake, in the dizzying smell of the dried 
canes and observing how fire smoke crawled slowly on 
the water surface while the blade of the kwaiken caught 
red highlights of the setting Sun, I considered as ordinar-
ily improper using the Böker for the everyday activities. 
This knife requires a ceremony and, in its own way, it can 
claim it. After that silent evening, ended up with such a 
peculiar ascertainment, the kwaiken was any longer so 
vulgarly treated by me as an EDC. 
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When you say „Leatherman”, you think of folding pliers 
with additional tools in the grip. OK, I agree, this US 
company also produces folding knives and so-called 

pocket tools. Still, the classic multi-tool remains the 
symbol of Leatherman (even in the company logo).
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A classic multi-tool is a very useful tool that may come in 
handy in many unexpected situations. But also in those 
expectable as well, since Leatherman also produces multi-
task tools designed for particular purpose, like e.g. tools 
for EOD techs, for weapon handling (most of all AR’s), 
or survival tools (like the Leatherman Signal described in 
FRAG OUT! #08). The majority of those tools has a folding 
blade (or two), an awl, or thin, long screwdrivers. All of 
this makes it impossible to carry the multi-tool onto a 
plane, in mass events, or some public places. One of the 
engineers and designers of Leatherman experienced such a 
situation on his own when he was stopped at the entrance 
gate to Disneyland (he went there with his family for the 
weekend). After that event, the engineer started to think 
about a solution that would allow you having the tool „for a 
rainy day” (well, some people just are like that) and make it 
possible to get through security checks without problems. 
Conclusions were simple – the designed tool could not look 
like a knife or a classic multi-tool. It had to have no blades 
and the ends of the screwdrivers had to be sufficiently 
short, so that they would not be considered as a dangerous 
weapon.
That is how Leatherman Tread was born.

TOOL BRACELET
The new tool has the look of a steel bracelet with links 
connected with connectors joined with screws. Each link 
has been assigned with several functions, most of them 
„wrench- and screwdriver-like”.
The whole tool is made of 17-4 stainless steel and is 
available in two versions – one covered with DLC (diamond 
like coating) and one having the natural color and brushed 
finishing. Tread consists of nine links and a clasp. Eight of 
the links is 1/2” wide, while the ninth is half that size. All 
the wide links have three to four functions; the narrower 
link – only two (well, OK, three, because there is the name 
of the company on it, so it also performs the representative 
function).
As I have already mentioned, Tread is mainly a set of 
wrenches and screwdrivers, and such tools are mainly found 
in the links. We have six ring spanners – three metric (10 
mm, 8 mm, 6 mm) and three inch ones (3/8, 1/4, 3/16), as 
well as five slot drive screwdrivers (3/32, 1/8, 3/16, 5/16, 
and 1/4). Apart from those, we will also find eight allen keys 
– four metric (3, 4, 5, and 6 mm) and four inch ones (3/32, 
1/8, 3/16, and 1/4). To make it a complete set, three Phillips 
screwdrivers – #1–2, #1 and #2 were added.
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In order not to get lost in all of this, each link has a number 
on the bottom and each of the tools is properly marked (also 
on the bottom part). What is interesting – the numbering 
of links is within the range of 1-12 but excluding 3, 5, and 
11 (by the way, the numbering on manufacturer’s website 
is incorrect – link 12 is marked as 11, while the clasp is 
marked as 12, although it is just called a clasp; the printed 
instruction in the box has the correct numbering). I wonder 
why.

The link number 4, which is not another „screw and wrench-
like link”, we will find a glass breaker, a tiny cutting tool with 
a secure edge that can be used for opening letters and 
parcels, and a special pick for opening the SIM card slot in 
e.g. an iPhone. Yup, that’s not a joke. What is interesting – 
both tools were originally separate tools placed on different 
links. Now they are connected as one, maybe that is the 
reason for lack of consistency in the numbering?

Chain number 8 has also a ring spanner, but in this case 
it is a square oxygen tank wrench. Such a tool is very 
often included in products by Leatherman – it is available in 
several versions (OHT, Raptor, or Z-Rex) and it is cleverly 
arranged in each of those versions.
Moreover, links number 4, 7, 10, and 12 have through 
hollows along their full width – they serve as 1/4 hex drives 
that are included in some tools by Leatherman (Charge, 
MUT, etc.) or to an extended hex socket.
The clasp itself is not only an element that binds the whole 
bracelet – there is no room for such waste. That is why 
it serves three additional functions – it contains a square 
drive #2, a bottle opener (and that’s a must have!), and a 
socket adapter (like in the set of ratchet ring wrenches). 
When you get all of this together, it appears that Tread has 
29 tools.

Links are connected with firm, steel connectors fitted with 
screws. Screws have been designed in such a way, that 
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even when firmly tightened, there is 
still space necessary for convenient 
rotation of the chain. An interesting 
fact: screws in the black and steel 
version have slightly different shapes – 
the black ones have sharper heads, silver 
ones are a little bit rounded. It is possible 
to tighten screws with e.g. a coin (one 
cent).

You may use your Tread in several ways – 
keeping it vertically, horizontally with the 
lever arm on one side, and horizontally with 
the lever arm on both sides. There are many 
possibilities and the bracelet is flexible to a 
large extent.

Of course you may adjust the size of your bracelet 
by removing individual links – unfortunately, 
people with lean wrists will then have a slightly 
less functional set of tools. The same is in the 
case of people who bought the version with a 
watch, or those who will buy links for attaching 
a watch of other producers. In such configuration, 
one will have a Tread with three, maybe four links 
plus the clasp. Far too little.

Tread, in its full configuration, weighs 175 g and 
is delivered in a very elegant, black carboard box 
padded with sponge. To be honest, it fits a watch or a 
smartphone and totally differs from the characteristic 
black and yellow tool boxes that are associated with 
Leatherman. Such exclusive boxes perhaps result from 
the price. Tread is advertised as a toll that can be easily 
taken on board of a plane and to mass events, and – as 
in the case of all tools by Leatherman – it has 25-year 
warranty.

RABBIT’S REVIEW
I have been using my Tread for several months – I must 
confess that I got used to it. It replaced the paracord 
bracelet on my wrist. Although it is heavier and larger, it is 

far more useful in EDC.
The feeling of wearing it may be compared to wearing a 
watch with a metal bracelet – it is not particularly heavy 
and does not prevent you from everyday activities. Well, 
there’s maybe one exception – I take it off when working on 
the computer, but for that activity I would take of a watch 
as well. That is simply much more convenient. What is more, 
Tread may scratch the laptop (but there is no such problem 
with a PC keyboard). When worn, the bracelet does not 
bother or irritate, and will not tear your hand hair out. It 
looks cool and makes a nice sound – a sort of chimes with 
clinging.
When it comes to functionality, it is really good. All those 
wrenches and screwdrivers work – maybe not as properly 
as regular tools. Yet, for a wrist „emergency set”, it serves 
its role well. Flexibility of the bracelet allows working with 
variously positioned screws (still, there must be good 
access) and with variable force. Tread used as one-arm 
lever gives nice gear ratio, so even the stubborn screws 
give up easily. The bare version of Tread must have shallowly 
mounted fitted screws – the ends are short and they won’t 
go too deep. In such a situation, we may use the extended 
1/4 Leatherman hexes or the socket adapter (together, they 
work perfectly). One may also attach an extension from a 
„regular” set of wrenches. The fitting of tools on the clasp 
is reliable. The ball-locking mechanism holds them firmly, 
similarly to the clasp of the bracelet itself – it unfastened for 
me only once, when I was hitting some resistant dowel (or a 
nail, I just don’t remember) with a Signal used as a hammer. 
Apart from that one situation, I have had no problems, even 
when shooting various types of guns, including a PK machine 
gun.
I have used the SIM card tool once, just because I was curious 
if it works (how many times do you take the SIM card out of 
your phone anyway?) – it does. The cutting hook also works, 
but you won’t call that an accurate lancet. You will manage 
to open things, sometimes more accurately, sometimes not, 
leaving jagged edges. I have not used the oxygen tank wrench 
yet... I am neither an old guy who needs oxygenation, nor a 
paramedic...
The bottle opener – a great thing indeed. It opens bottles 
without effort and does not bend the caps.
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I removed one link from my Tread, so it is four tools short 
– the link number 2 got axed. What is important – tighten 
the screws as tightly as you can! After replacing one link 
I almost lost it. I strongly tightened them all later on and 
now they cause no problems, although I check them from 
time to time.
I would never wear a watch with the bracelet: first of all, 
due to the weight, second of all – because of functionality. 
To wear a watch with the links, you would need to keep only 
three, maybe four of the links (totally useless one’s) only to 
have... a watch. In such case that would be an overkill, only 
a gadget. Now it’s not only a gadget or a bijou, but also a 
useful tool.
The DLC layer wears off. Not to a significant extend, but it 
is noticeable, especially at points where links rub against 
each other when taking off or placing the Tread on a shelf.
What is prohibitive about the tool? The price. Madness. 
It may be bought only by the rich or people who are just 
crazy about this brand. Others prefer choosing the most 
awesome Charge (or a much cheaper Rebar), a set of bits, 
a socket, and take the rest of the money and go on holidays.
It a rad gadget but, unfortunately just too God damn high and 
with limited usage, because it is only a set of screwdrivers 
and wrenches.
Oh, and there are rumors that one should not risk taking 
a Tread on board of a plane. People say that one Air 
Marshall almost got a heart attack when he saw one of 
the passengers taking off his bracelet to unscrew the body 
of his laptop. You should better ask during your check-in 
whether you are allowed to take the tool on Board, or else 
you will have to pay even more money...

PLASky’S REVIEW
For over two months I have been having a dozen tools at 
hand – oops... or rather on my wrist, since the perimeter of 
my wrist will affect the final number of tools one will be able 
to carry every day on his or her Tread. I deprived my Tread 
of its full functionality, because I removed two tool links and 
keep them safe in the box.
Despite its size (three centimeters wide, 5 mm thick) and 
weight (my configuration weighs about 120 g), wearing the 

tool is comfortable from the very first day. What is more, 
I have a feeling as if I wore it already in the past. Oh, I get 
it. I have been always wearing a large watch with a metal 
bracelet. 

I don’t know how to briefly express my opinion on the this 
gadget. It has an attractive or even, I’d say, masculine 
design. Individual modules are perfectly made and finished, 
the brush-finished steel looks elegant. You wear with with 
great pleasure. I am aware of the possibilities it offers, 
because I happened to use it on numerous occasions as a 
screwdriver (contrary to what one may expect, a properly 
positioned bracelet forms a strong lever arm, better than 
in the case of a standard, simple screwdriver), I took out a 
SIM card, or opened a parcel with the special blade. Yet, it 
should be rather treated as male jewelry than a multi-tool. 
Tread looks perfectly when worn with a white shirt and a 
sport jacket – in such configuration it will draw attention 
with the light reflections on creases of the bracelet. When 
worn with a T-shirt, it is a pure manifestation of functionality, 
a declaration made by men ready for... for what? For any 
event during which you need to tighten a screw? When I 
see a protruding and poorly tightened screw, I rather take 
my toolbox and choose the proper tool rather than use a 
tool-like bijou. In the case of Tread, it’s, in my opinion, too 
theatrical, designed for drawing attention with a non-verbal 
message: „Hey, look at me, I am a fu... Oops. I’m a fancy 
prepper”. 

I will repeat once more: I really like it and will continue 
on wearing it; moreover – I got so used to it that I feel 
uncomfortable when I do not have it on my wrist. It has 
become the mandatory element of my apparel. Yes, I repeat 
– apparel, like a belt.

There are also some minor comments, starting from the 
blood tribute (!) and ending with the total destruction it 
causes when working on a computer. I have noticed, or 
rather painfully experienced, that Tread does not like clothes 
the cuffs of which are fastened with Velcro fasteners. 
When I drive my scooter, I fasten the cuffs really tightly, 
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stretching the belts with Velcro straps. When fastening 
the Velcro strap, I automatically fastened my Tread that 
was below. When the bracelet is pressed (its diameter is 
decreased) the tool modules bend to the inside. The result? 
A painful puncture, cut on the inside of the wrist, and 
bleeding caused by one of the screwdrivers. The scar looks 
epic, just like a proper cut during the attempt to commit 
suicide – along the line of veins. 
Unfortunately, Tread is not designed for working on a laptop. 
The width and thickness of the bracelet make it impossible 
to comfortably position your wrist when writing on the 
keyboard. Still, writing with Tread on would be a bigger 
challenge. I am just certain that you would then scratch the 
surface of your notebook in the spot you placed your wrist 
on – it happened in my case. Metal rubs metal – you get 
beautiful scratches in return. 

For the end, a technical curiosity. I shortened my bracelet, 
removed four chromed (!) screws, the necessary modules 
were placed in the box, I assembled the whole bracelet 
trying to reconstruct its round form and after a week – 
a surprise, I lose one of the screws connecting the links. 
Fortunately, I found it just on the same day and I checked 

all the screws twice and tightened them. Two weeks later, 
I lost a screw once again... this time it happened when I 
was in my car, so I was happy to find it on the same day. 
I tightened, checked, and tightened all the other screws 
once more. After 3–4 hours (!), I again lost the screw, 
but this time irretrievably... After the next three weeks of 
wearing my Tread on, I discovered four (!) loose screws. 
And guess what? I checked and tightened the screws... I 
wonder whether the reason for all of this is not caused by 
the layer of chrome, which decreases the inner resistance 
between the screw and the thread. 

I am waiting for another surprise that my Tread is 
having there for me. I am really happy that it became a 
part of my everyday wear. 
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